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By JOHN GREEN 
No more poppy thefts were 
reported to Sidney RCMP last 
week, but probably not because 
there haven’t been any. A casual 
survey of haf a dozen streets in 
Sidney showed more than that 
number of gardens with opium 
poppies growing in them, and in 
every garden where there were 
more than a few plants most 
stalks had been broken off.
One woman who came into the 
Review office was concerned 
because her small patch of 
poppies was in a fenced back 
yard completely out of sight from 
the street, yet someone had 
stripped almost all the seed pods.
She didn’t like the idea of 
thieves prowling in her yard, and 
she was also left without seed for 
next year’s plants. The poppies 
had originally been her mother’s, 
and she’d been growing them for 
15 years since her mother’s death.
The correct story of the opium 
plantation in Parksville was 
passed on to the Review by the 
Parksville-Qualicum Beach 
Progress. The poppies were 
grown in a corner garden plot on 
the parking lot of the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce, 
where there they were tended by a 
woman from Lasqueti Island 
who did the gardening on 
Sundays.
A private citizen who 
recognized what was growing in 
bank’s; garden went to the trouble 
of calling first at the University 
of Victoria, then at Saanichton 
Research Station and finally at 
the B.C. Provincial Museum 
before he got what he had come 
for, a letter confirming the plants 
were indeed opium poppies.
As a result of his action 
Parsville RCMP are looking into 
the matter. He was akso in­
strumental in alerting Sidney 
RCMP to the fact that poppies 
stolen here were opium poppies.
A CHEK television news crew 
was in Sidney on Thursday to 
look into the poppy situation, 
and quickly found a garden with 
a large planting of opium poppies 
that had lost their heads. This 
was not one of the gardens where 
theft had been reported.
One of the most interesting 
places opium poppies have 
turned up is on a vacant lot at 941 
McClure St. in Victoria which 
until very recently was the site of 
the Drug and Alcohol 
Rehabilitation Society's “Detox 
Centre”.
Much of the lot is bare from 
removal of the building, but 
among weeds netir the sidewalk a 
prolific crop of opium poppies 
was grown atid harvested earlier 
this year.
One Sidney resident whose 
poppy pods were stolen talked to 
a friend wlto stiw two young men 





The Peninsula Recreation 
Commission has shelved a report 
— earlier requested by the 
commission — on the impact of a 
two-way price system which 
would see Centra! Saanich users 
paying more than Sidney and 
North Saanich users for facilities 
at Panorama Leisure Centre, but 
an informed source told The 
Review Friday the issue is bound 
to go back to the commission.
“And then it may be'a split 
vote — or it could be a vote in 
favor of the two-price system,” 
he says.
And one member of, the 
commission says the matter 
should “come back for 
discussion again.”
In a 1978 referendum Central 
Saanich in a close vote decided 
not to participate in the costs of 
Panorama Leisure Centre — the 
only recreational facility on the 
Saanich Peninsula. Sidney and 
North Saanich taxpayers share 
the burden, of costs although 
from' the; recreational startup 
Central Saanich residents have
admissions, she added.
All municipalities in the past 
have taken advantage of area 
facilities, Sealey said. “1 learned 
to swim at Crystal Gardens but I 
wasn’t penalized because 1 came 
from an area that didn’t have 
those facilities.”
Although the mayor said she 
was takihg a “broader, regional 
overview” of the situation she 
admitted “ideally Central








Aw, s'nucks. A duck that 
goes visiting, is the toast of the 
town?
Is so popular with the neigh­
bors that “babysitting” 
presents no problems — 
rather, people vie for the 
privilege.
Even goes windsurfing and 
sailing?
His name’s Orlock — Orly 
for short — and he’s a cross 
Peking/Muscovy/Mallard 
duck, the pet of Susan 
Philbrook, 20, 2450 Big Rock 
Road.
The road off Allbay — is 
not signposted but if visitors 
want to find the Philbrooks 
just mention the word “duck” 
and Allbay residents will smile
the 
years,
and point the way.
Orly’s been with 
Philbrooks for two 
dating from just two hours 
after he was born and Susan 
decided she wanted him as a 
pet.
She kept him first in her 
purse, then carried him around 
in a basket. He’s a well- 
travelled duck and when quite 
young developed a penchant 
for drinking beer out of 
ashtrays in pubs.
When Susan goes wind­
surfing or the family goes 
sailing, Orly won’t be left 
behind, and because he’s a 
.sociable bird with an eye to the 
main chance, when there’s a 
dinner party elsewhere on 
Allbay Road he’ll sit out in the
neighbor’s yard waiting for a 
tit-bit.
Orly is well-known and 
much loved by everyone, 
Susan says — but he’s 
vulnerable. A neighbor once 
saved him when he was at­
tacked by a racoon and Susan 
rescued him when an otter the 
“size of a labrador” savaged 
poor old Orly, who ended up 
with a nasty hole in his neck.
“It happened on a Friday, 
the I3th,” Susan remembers,” 
and the vet we phoned thought 
it was a joke.”
But Orly recovered and 
although a family of otters live 
close by and racoons abound 
in the area, the friendly duck 
so far has escaped an untimely 
end.
; strongly resented by many Sidney;; 
and Nbfth Saanich.taxpayers. ; ;
It’s an issue that won’t go away 
— even after four years. And one 
observer of the scene agrees^even 
if nothing changes, people will 
still feel the same way 10 years 
down the road.
The two-way price report first 
came to light July 27 when North 
Saanich Aid. Jim Gumming, the 
municipality’s representative on 
the commission, informed 
council the, commission had 
voted against taking any action 
on the 11-page report researched 
by recreation manager Brian 
Storrier.
The report was simply 
“received” follovving a 5-2 vote 
in favor of a motion by Sidney 
Mayor Nonna Sealey who spoke 
out against the system.
Sealey said Friday the two-way 
system was not a “good idea for 
intermunicipal relations." It 
would be penalizing people who 
make a contribution through
The wave of burglaries in 
Sidney and North Saanich 
continued last oweek. In most 
cases losses were minor, but 
$1,800 in U.S. bills, plus some 
coins, were taken from the L.E. 
Kirk' borne at 645 Towner; Parky 
probably while family members ; 
were at the beach either Sunday 
or Monday afternoon.
An air rifle wdirth $300 and a 
box of pellets were stolen by 
someone vvho removed the screen 
on a back window of the John 
Hurst residence at 8973 Main- 
waring. A young male was seen 
leaving the premises on a red trail 
bike at about 2:30 p.m. on 
Tuesday.
Joan Schill, 9174 East Saanich 
Road, reported a window in the 
back door smashed in with a 
broom handle by someone who 
entered that way and went out the 
front, but got only about $15.
The dental offices of Drs. 
Murray Kosick, and Dino Paulos 
were entered sometime between 
July 25 and July 27. At 6:30 p.m. 
on July 27 Ruth Snow saw two 
youths running from her home at 
9999 3rd St. as she drove into the 
driveway. One had apparently 
been cut, as there was blood in 
the house, but nothing was taken.
Get ready 
for Lions
poppies “in a businesslike way’
on the former DARS lot. As the 
Siditey woman recalls the con­
versation, her fiiend asked tltem 
if what they were getting was 
“like the real thing” and was 
told: “You’d better believe it.”
Provincial tmiseum Botanist 
Leon Pavlick confirms the 
McClure St. poppies were indeed 
the real thing which raises the 
question wheilier someone 
supposedly kicking the habit was 
actually growing a supply 
without ever leaving the 
property. Most of the people 
tre.aietl at the <'entre were 
nlcohlics, liowevcr.
And while Victoria police last 
week did not know of anv 
complaiitts of poppy pods being 
stolen, it turns out that behind 
llte Tweed Curtain stich thefts
Last year local weather experts 
predicted Aug. 17 would be a fine 
day for Sidney Lions Sea 
Cavalcade — tlte first of a hew, 
annual fun day for the com­
munity. Their judgement was 
based on consistcitt fine weather 
on that date for previous years 
but alas, it turned out to be one 
th'the worst.
At Tulista l*ark “« where the 
event was held --- there was no 
escape from the howling wind 
and rain and the first big bash of 
the Lions was not a great success, 
despite gallant work by club 
members and supporters.
This year says one of the 
organizers, Bud MucLcnn, Lions 
arc praying for good weather. 
And they’ve added an extra day 
to the lestivities — a Casino Nite, 
wine atid cheese party and 
fashion show at.Snnscha Hall
C onliiuicit on Page 2 Cunlinucd on Pttgc 2
Young Hilly Constable, 6, dressed as fat clown, with pet 
Whitey took first place In pet parade while Kim MacBrlde, 7, 
and kitten Chow won first prize In cat category during 
Central Saanich Days at CentennlalPark Sunday,
Tom Cronk Fliutot
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THE SeOHEY LiOHS
SEA CAYALCAOE
W9LL TURN THE TOWN
UPSIDE DOWN
ON AUGUST 16th!
All Proceeds to Lions Society for Crippled Children
Coiimiission
3H1 33S 9IWA3 AVGNnS
■ ■ ■ AIIIAIVd 310HM 3Hi H03 NHd 
aWV SiN3A3 'S31A1V0 ‘QOOd
BCTV's Howard Markson and camera crew take film of 
opium poppies in unidentified Sidney garden [see story page 
/].
Continued from Page 1 
Saanich should be part of the 
recreational system, but I don’t 
think we should punish them 
because they won’t take part.”
Up to a point there was a 
certain exchange of facilities, she 
said, citing lacrosse box and 
soccer fields, an extensive system 
of bridle paths as well as the use 
of Centennial Park — all Central 
Saanich facilities enjoyed by 
Sidney and North Saanich.
But one man told The Review 
there was no real trade-off on the 
Panorama Leisure Centre, “only 
a 40 per cent rip-off.”
One commission member. Bill 
German, feels “it would be 
detrimental to the community as 
a whole” to adopt a two-way 
price system. And he doesn’t see 
the commission taking “any 
change of direction” this year. ’
He stressed the report was 
treated as a discussion paper and 
“discussion was philosophical 
rather than concentrating on 
details in the report.”
However, other commission 
members are reported not to be in 
total agreement with shelving the 
report and some .say they want to 

















C(»nlinucd I'rom Page 1
RETURN FARES FROfV! VICTORIA
CALGARY .............................. from *99
EDMONTON ........................ from *110
WINNIPEG............................ from *185
TORONTO..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from *290
MONTREAL.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from *313
HALIFAX....................................... from *370
Mi Aiimj m M mf
(AIRPORT TAXES NOT IMCLUDEDi
EFFECTIVE OCT. 22 TO DEC. 16/81 
JAN. 11 TO MARCH 18/82
(HIGHER FARES OTHER TIMES)
HONOLULU SUPER SPECIAL from
VANCOUVER . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ .................... from *339 CON. or
VICTORIA..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ............................. from *379 CON.
MANY OTHER SPECIALS TO CANADIAN CITIES 
& SUN SPOTS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
have been taking place for many 
years.
In the old Chinese cemetery 
and a some other older sections 
of Oak Bay the plants have 
established themselves on public 
property, and police each year 
expect a few calls from people 
living nearby reporting the crop is 
being harvested.
When pickers are on private 
property they are told to desist, 
but no one has been charged with 
possession of a prohibited
substance.
A police spokesman said an 
attempt had once been made to 
lay a charge but the poppies were 
found to be of a different species. 
He suggested pickers would take 
any kind of poppies and might be 
deluding themselves if they 
thought they had any effect.
He had talked last year to some 
pickers who had a sack of poppy 
heads and said they had gathered 








Get ready for Lions bash
LIBMAN TRAVEL ACENCY
2468 Beacon Ave. 656-0138
Aug. 15, the day before the Sea 
Cavalcade at Tulista.
Casino Nite is a come-dressed- 
as-you-are occasion with a band, 
male and female vocalists, and 
some special attractions. There’ll 
be some ‘50s and ‘60s music to 
attract the closer-to-middle-age 
group and the evening starts at 7 
p.m. through to midnight.
The family day at Tulista starts 
Aug. 16 with a Lions pancake 
breakfast and events run all day
Continued from Page I
For teenagers and adults 
there’s the lap-sit, beat-a-car, 
fishing derby, music, folksinging 
and zodiac football played out on 
the water with boats using 9 h.p. 
motors and a huge ball.
There’s masses of great grub — 
two caterers Will be supplying 
salmon, baron of beef — and the 
usual hamburgers, hot dogs, ice 
cream, candy floss -and coffee 
and cold drinks. ,
The day finishes with a
BRANCHESTN MONTREAL 
& FORT LAUDERDALE
for all ages. For youngsters spectacular fireworks display.
there’s kiddies’ rides, a sand- 
castle contest, treasure hunt and 
■;games,y-'\
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SEAFOOD 8 STEAK 
■ OPEN DAILY FOR 
LUNCH* DINNER 
|Clo»»dtu»«. I
25!<8 Bevan Avc., 
Sidney
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Manning R'ess
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OPC,N DAILY 11 AM. 
lor
. FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OK rAKf OUT 










Speclaliiinii In Chlnoio 
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Oimn Di'piv 8 31! ,rin ID 8 pm
6S6>2J98
(Q 656-5331
0816 • 4m St., Sldniiy 
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BrcaklasI, lunch & Dinnoi Oailr 
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9776 . dth SI, . Sldnay 
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2470 Bipoon Av». 050-11113
ARDMOUIiGOLF COUUHT:, 930 Ardimirc Dr. iind 
West Satiiilch Iloiul, SUIncy 
A cozy, 9-holcr, itieni for families, bctuiiilTil scenery, 
clubs niul cart rentals, picnic and barbeque facilities, 
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6564115 •
2359 DEACON AVE.
SIDNKV TUAVE1.0ttr.i:, 2280 lUiicon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every l-riday and Saturday niBhl, 
9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m., Rock & Roll «Si Country 
Music.
I.ivc cntcrininmcnt in the I.oungc 8 p.m, to mid- 
iiiKhi.
THE MARINKIIS’ MIISKHM ~ A must to see 
when in Sidney — nn Outstiinding Mtiriiimc and 
Mnmlc.nl OolIrN'tirtn - loi'fit.Yl iv'yi tn the Clipper 
Inn, 25.14 Ilcvnn. Phone 656-66.13.
Iloiirs; Dally 10 ti.m, to 4 p.m, Sundays 1 to 4 p.m, 
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday.
DROER YOUR COPY NQWI Dnly|
$1(1 71) filiKi $1 ?l) fwr,1,1(11. anil I 
ri,iK!hn!s sireo i0(M fth
SOM ALLY : ortivrrirD
AMVWril Hf; DM lilt: K.fiilMSUL7i|
niiiiiMri Tur wistai siruKf j
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WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
CORI^ER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities















Lady driving backhoe is Brenda Richardson, member of Chew Excavating crew 
laying water mains along West Saanich Road. With only four week's experience 
Brenda is learning on the job but plans to take training course in fall. Her father, 
Rob Richardson, operates all types of contraction equipment. John Green Photo
Bus dverleacl irks
Since last January the Saanich Peninsula 
has had the benefit of vastly expanded bus 
service, with four different runs covering 
much of the major road system; some buses 
as early as 6 a.m. and as late as midnight, 
and more than two dozen runs a day between 
Sidney and Victoria.
But in the tourist .season there are times 
when local residents trying to go to Victoria 
have to stand and watch the buses sail by, 
filled with tourists off the ferries.
Metro Transit Operating Co., once a part 
of B.C. Hydro, operates the buses Tor the 
Urban Transit Authority. Metro Transit is 
not responsible for the scheduling, but does 
keep track of the amount of traffic and make 
recommendations.
A spokesman told The Review the 
company is very much aware of the problem, 
but at a loss as to how to alleviate it. At peak ' 
times all its buses are in use, and in any event 
there is no way to predict when a tourist 
overload will come.
The UTA buses take over an hour to go 
from the ferry terminal to downtown Vic­
toria, but the ride costs only $1.20 and 
covers a lot more of the country. Sometimes 
a large group, like a school class, will come 
off the ferry and board the bus — and since 
each person is paying a full fare there is no 
way they can be refused a ride.
A bus driver mentioned another cause of 
overloads. Sometimes a ferry is late, but the' 
bus has its own schedule and does not wait,
Police
so the next bus will have to carry the load 
from two ferries.
If the buses did not go to the ferry ter­
minal it would solve one problem, but create 
another. There would then be no way for 
local residents to take a bus to or from the 
ferry.
And sometimes it is the Anacortes ferry 
that creates the overload.
From 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. there are buses at 
approximately half-hour intervals, but 
otherwise missing a bus means an hour lost, 
with no guarantee that the next bus won’t be
full.
There should be no problem in the off­
season, when buses usually have plenty of 
room but there are no extra buses to put on 
in summer, and with the operation already 
subsidized heavily by taxpayers there is no 
prospect of the bus fleet being enlarged so 
much that no one would ever be left behind.
road blocks 
pay oH
Attempts by Sidney 
RCMP to curb 
drinking, noise and 
traffic problems in the 
Durrance l.ake area 
paid off last weekend. 
Road blocks put up 
Friday night and all 
day Saturday, Sunday 
and Monday resulted 
in 17 liquor sci/urcs 








Call us for a Choice of over 
30 Varieties of Sliced Meals, 
Cheeses and Pastries.
Wo maka a Dollijhtlul Solunliori of 
Salads Frosh Daily
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ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 
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No concern?
Papaver somniferum is a species of 
poppy grown in the “golden triangle” of 
southeast Asia and other places to 
supply the illegal drug trade. It also 
grows innocently in Sidney gardens and 
many others throughout the peninsula 
and Greater Victoria area (See story 
page 1).
The opium drug is obtained from the 
resin contained in the pod and depen­
ding how much one takes and how 
frequently a drug user can become 
addicted, a Royal Jubilee Hospital 
pharmacist tell us.
“It’s a narcotic and it’s addictive,” 
she adds.
Thefts of poppy pods are on a large 
scale in Sidney with many gardens 
stripped. Poppy pods have been stolen 
from behind the Tweed Curtain for 
years and just recently police suspicion 
has centred on cultivated mass of 
poppies grown in Parksville and 
identified as Papaver somniferum.
However, police don’t seem to take 
the poppy thefts very seriously.
A Victoria RCMP drug squad 
spokesman tells us there is no traffic in 
opium poppies, that no one overdoses 
on the poppy pods and that he’s never 
known it to be grown commercially for 
'■".extraction.:,!:,
It doesn’t seem to be a probiein to the 
drug squad. Members seem more 
worried about people overdosing bn 
mushrooms 'which they say are sold 
commercially on the streets.
The same opium poppy, incidentally, 
was found growing on the old Victoria 
detoxification centre grounds;. And a 
spokesman for Dars new detoxification 
centre said Tuesday “a couple of clients 
who came in here a month ago make it 
into tea.”
How effective is it?
“Well, they’re getting pretty high,” 
she replied.
To date, there’s been no concern 
shown officially about this addictive 
drug which seems readily available on 
the Island. Except that police seem to 
think we shouldn’t be telling people 
what’s happening.
But we disagree. It’s our job to warn 
people —• parents, youngsters — that the 
high they’re getting from those poppies 
is addictive and dangerous. And that 
maybe someone should be uprooting 
those poppies.
THE TIDE GUIDE 
Brought to you through the courtesy of
nmim
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
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Goodbye, Mitchell and Anderson John Green Photo
ietters
rLetter of the Weekn
This is the story of an elderly Canadian 
man and his wife. The time is in the month 
of July, 1981. This couple lived in an 
apartment in Vancouver and were paying 
$638 monthly rent, the next payment due 
Aug. 1.
They had a few hundred dollars in the 
bank and depended upon dividend and bond 
interest cheques not forthcoming because of 
the current postal strike and their govern­
ment old age pension cheques on which to 
live.
On July 30 the husband received his old 
age cheque unexpectedly by mail which was 
on strike. His wife did not. She had to go to 
a designated building and ask for it. It 
wasn’t there. This tragic state of affairs was 
happening to many elderly couples all over 
the country.
Meanwhile our prime minister was happily 
vacationing in Africa at the country’s ex­
pense and members of parliament had gone 
home with a comfortable 31 per cent incease 
in their pay for their summer vacations and 
with no problems in receiving their money.
- Our couple’s apartment was on the 10th 
floor so they decided to jump and did!
“The rest is silence’’. , ,
J. Kenneth Nesbitt 
^ _;:-T0045'WisleriaTlace- 
■!"";/;■'--Sidney
Dog owners to blame
1 was amazed to read about the unjust and 
disgraceful way that John Davies has been 
treated.
In a civilized country the top level gover­
nment makes and administers laws to permit 
farmers to destroy vicious animals which 
attack stock and to prosecute their owners, 
also to prosecute humans who destroy crops.
Why a few irresponsible local nonentities 
are permitted to make unjust laws in their 
own restricted areas just beats me.
It would seem that the SPCA and those 
who administer local legal matters are as 
ignorant and unjust as the local authorities. 
The dog which was shot should have been 
cleanly killed not wounded.
Even so, a farmer’s animals should be
protected against killer dogs. The owners of 
which are 100 per cent to blame.
H.G. Corah 
9624 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney
No highrises^ please!
l have watched with great interest the 
demolition of Mitchell and Anderson’s store 
at the end of Beacon Avenue.
Looking down Beacon Avenue always 
reminds me of the saying “on a clear day you 
can see forever’’ including a narrow view of 
islands capped by Mount Baker. As the 
demolition progressed, this view widened to 
become a real panorama.
The thought came to me, as it must have 
come to others, that a park would be a most 
attractive replacement for the site. With 
proper planning it could provide recreation 
for people of all ages and be an aesthetic 
addition to the community.
A short sightseeing flight around Victoria 
will reveal the alternative. As you approach 
from the sea you appear to be approaching a 
cemetery with tall, thin grave markers. Upon 
closer inspection, these markers turn out to 
be highrises.
I appeal to the members of Sidney council 




l agree wholeheartedly with Larry Cross 
when he articulately and cogently makes the 
case to retain our library connections within 
the Vancouver Island Regional Library 
system and rejects the option to follow the 
Salt Spring Island arrangements.
While 1 support his position in this regard 
1 am disappointed that a gentleman who 
spends as much time at North Saanich 
council meetings as Larry does would 
suggest that this council “get on vvith the 
job’’ in providing a library. 1 believe he was 
present when council resolved to proceed to 
the tendering process on June 1.
We await the detailed plans from the 
architects to enable tenders to be called. 1 am 
confident Larry would not wish us to 
Continued on l*«ge 5
60VKARSAGO
From tlic Aur. 4,1921, issue of The Review 
After six or seven years of tiilk Sidney 
Board of Trade finally received word that 
arrangements wpre being made fora contract 
with the "Flying Line” for the carrying of 
His Majesty's mail between Sidney and 
Victoria twice daily.
The ability of the aeroplane to destroy the 
capital ship was dcmon.stratcd recently off 
the Virginia Capes. United States army 
bombers, launching projectiles weighing one 
ton, sank the former German battleship 
Ostfrigsland, a 23,000-ton heavily-armored 
ship, from an altitude of approximately 
1,700 feet. Two bombs which landed 
overobard within a few yards of the port 
quarter gave the ship her death b!ow.s.
50 YEARS AGO
From Ihc Aug. 6,1931, Issue of The Review 
Following a hard-fought game at 
Reynolds* field on Thursday, North Saanich 
Service Club Softball team came home 
victorious when they defeated the View 
Royals 5-4 in the iinul game of the
Progressive League championships.
■ ■ * ♦ •
The flist AgiicuUuial and lndu;.liial Show 
to be held upon Galiano Island was opened 
on Wcdne.sday afternoon, July 29th. by 




From the Aug. 6,1941, issue of The Review
Air Commodore, the Duke of Kent, on the 
staff of the Inspector-General of the R. A.F., 
will land at Patricia Bay Airport tomorrow, 
the farthest west point on bis visit acro,ss the 
Dominion of Canada. Facilities are being 
provided to enable the general public to enter 
the station in order to witness the welcome 
tendered the Duke from a .special, roped-off 
enclosure.
Another proven example of British 
manufacture is live Rudge Autocycle, a 
powerful combination of bicycle and 
motorcycle, carrying a guarantee of 150 
miles minimum per gallon.
30 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 8,1951, Issue of The Review
Businessmen should take immediate steps 
towards the incorporation of the Village of 
Sidney.
Tliis advice was given to members of the 
Businessmen’s Committee of the Sidney and 
North Saaniclj Chamber of Commerce at a 
diimci meeting un Tuesday evening by lion. 
E.C. Carson, provincial minister of public 
works.
* * «
While farmers and loggers anxiously 
search the skies for .signs of rain a steady loss 
of tltou.sands of dollars each day i.s piling up, 
to be laid at the door of the most serious
Aciend The Church of












7:30 p.m. Home Study
‘ Groups










7:.30 p.m. VVednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME
Pastor M.A. Atwood 
656-7970
Anglican














drouglu experienced in the Saanich 
Pcnimsula and the Islands for many years. 
Since May 23 only .33 inches of rain Itas been 
recorded at the meteorological office of the 
department of transport at Patricia Bay 
Airport.
20 YEARS AGO
I’rom the Aug. 9,1961, Issue of The Review
First phase of the construction of a 
million-dollar coitntry club lias commenced 
in Nqrth Saanich. Bulldozers are bu.sy 
clearing the 135-acrc property on McTavish 
Road for the construction of an 18-hole golf 
course which will represent the initial in­
stalment of the club planned by Percy 
Criddle,
«
Impressive new east-west Highway is 
gradually taking shape witli the development 
of McTavish Road by the provincial 
department of bighway.s. The narrow,, 
winding road, with its sharp crests and 
liollow.s has been straightened and levelled 
out, Tlic road will provide a direct access to 
West Saanich Road and thence to Brent­
wood in accordance with the request of 
Central Saanich Chamber of Commerce for 
a clearly defined access route to the west side 
of the peninsula.
10 YEARS AGO
I loin the Aug. 4,1971, Issue of The E«vk*w
In the pa.st three weeks boats and 
equipment valued at over $12,(X)0 have been 
stolen from local marinas and private 
homes,












8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:15 a.m, Communion
Rov. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Olllco 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday lo Friday
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
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French program expands
Due to its popularity, the French im­
mersion program in Saainich school district 
is expanding and a kindergarten class goes 
into Durrance Road elementary school on 
West Saanich Road in the fall — not 
Brentwood elementary as originally 
recommended by the school board’s 
planning committee.
Trustee Rubymay Parrott said Friday the 
planning committee — which includes 
trustees Esther Galbraith, Roy Hyndman 
and herself — looked at Brentwood school 
for introduction of kindergarten French 
immersion there and believing space was 
available, made that recommendation to the 
school board.
However, on further inve.stigation by the 
board’s administration department it was 
di.scovered the classroom to be used 
measured only 693 square feet, whilst 
ministry of education regulations require a 
minimum of 861 square feet.
“The classroom was undersized and not 
suitable, so now we’ve putting the kin- 
dergarden French program in Durrance, in a 
portable,’’ Parrott explained.
The school trustee also said she was 
“really concerned’’ about parents who seem 
to think French immersion downgrades 
English programs in schools. “It’s simply
not true,’’ Parrott said.
The board had responded to a request for 
French immersion in the school district in the 
same way it had responded to requests for 
music programs and a “civilization” 
course.
“French immersion was a response, to 
requests from parents as was the music and 
other programs,” she explained.
She said one argument parents use againt 
the introduction of French immersion 
programs is that language classes get more 
funding than English programs. Parrott 
explained there is federal funding for start­
up classes in French immersion and pointed 
out that through the federal grants taxpayers 
elsewhere in Canada were helping to pay for 
Saanich school district programs.
And she wondered how parents would 
have reacted “if we had to put in another 
special class for youngsters who needed 
special assistance. It might have meant re­
allocating classes. . .”
A group of parents recently spoke out 
against the proposed introduction of French 
immersion into Brentwood elementary 
school, and a public meeting was planned for 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Brentwood Com­
munity Hall.
Butler sails more letters
into harbor
By JOHN GREEN ,
Alan Butler sailed his 26-foot catamaran 
Amon-re into Victoria harbor early Sunday 
morning, a week later than he had expected, 
but not because of any trouble. He had 
simply been becalmed.
His VHF radio has a range of only 30 
miles, so he was unable to report his progress 
from the time he left Panama on May 1 until 
he was able to radio another ship in mid- 
July. His wife Stella received the message 
July 12 that he expected to arrive on July 26, 
but the winds let him down.
Rough weather would not have been a 
problem. The Amon-re is built for comfort, 
not for speed, and had weathered 25-foot 
waves in a force-10 gale in the Mediterranean 
without so much as upsetting the cups on the 
table.^’’With ; the sails 'down and without 
needing a sea anchor it rides the seas like a 
^ duck, withouteven shipping water.
The solo trip from Panama, like the solo 
Atlantic crossing that preceded it, was just 
part of a, leisurely return to Canada for 
ButYer, after retiring from the Canadian 
Armed Forces while serving in Germany.
In addition to the two long crossings there 
were several months going through the 
inland waterways of Europe and the 
Mediterranean, with Stella and daughter 
Kendal, and more months of cruising the 
Carribean with Stella and their son Jim.
As far as Alan is concerned it is Stella who 
had the difficult assignment. She found them 
an apartment at 2341 Harbor Road, got their 
furniture out of storage, bought a car, got a 
job at the hospital, and looked after all the 
hundreds of complications involved in 
setting up a household in a new place.
All Alan had to do was sail the boat — 100 
or more miles a day when there was a good 
wind, 20 or 30 when there wasn’t. He has 
one more 20-mile trip lo make, to bring 
Amon-re home to Sidney, and then he will 
have to find a job himself.
Continued from Page 4
proceed without complete and detailed 
plans. Therefore 1 expect he would un­
derstand that council, too, is anxious to 
proceed with the library and, in fact, is 
already committed to “getting on with it.”
1 am hopeful the architects are close to 
completing the plans as 1 know detailed 
discussions have taken place with VIRL staff 
as well as with Mary Kierans, chief librarian.
1 would hope that quoting prices of known 
things, such as houses in North Saanich or 
bottles of champagne or orders of fish and 
chips or whatever, is not interpreted to be 
justification for being big spenders. Larry’s 
analogy of $i70,000/$180,000 being 
equivalent to a house in North Saanich is a 
point well taken but hardly a rationale for 
assaults on the public purse. Please be 
remindedithat this sum represents 4.75 mills 
to the taxpayers of North Saanich.
Finally, I look forward with enthusiasm to 
commencing the tendering process, as I am 
anxious to see the proposals submitted by 
some of our own North Saanich contractors.
We welcome letters 
to the editor but to 
ensure publication 
they should be brief. 
Letters may be edited 
for grammatical 
errors, for brevity and 
good taste. All letters 
should be ac­
companied by name, 
address and telephone 
number of the writer 
and in certain cir­
cumstances only will a 
name be wiinHeld.
W V w
Aid. Jay Rangel 
North Saanich





The Village Idiot Strikes Again!!
MII.TON.BRADLEV & PARKER
POPULAR GAMES • vaiuos $8,00 to $15.00





200 MODEL POWER REMOTE SWITCHES
itoQ. $11.95 SALE *0.^9
Misny IN-^SrOM SPECIALS
S;ilo' Aug. 0, 0, 7, & Bth Whllo ijuantitlor, 
-- Parsonal Shopfiino Only
3 - 7120 W. Sianich Rd. 





Leslie Allen Bjola, 
of Victoria is credited 
by police with risking 
injury to avoid 
colliding with other 
vehicles when the 
truck he was driving,
a large 1972 Inter­
national belonging to 
E.H. Pope Bakery 
Supplies, lost its drive 
shaft and severed the 
brake lines while 
going south on the Pat
Bay Highway at 12.55 
p.m. on Thursday.
He turned the truck 
into the ditch at 
Amity Drive, doing 
about $6,000 damage, 
but escaping unhurt.
FALL STOCK HAS ARilVEB
Come in and see our beautiful collection 
of the latest textures & colours. 
Everything you need for an elegant 
& distinctive fall wardrobe.
Included are:
•stretch Corduroy & Silk Cord.
•Wool tweeds & plaids from Scotland, Ireland & Canada. 
•Wool poodle cloth and other novelty wools from France. 
•Wool worsteds & gabardines from England.
•Wool chains & knits for dresses & blouses.
• Liberty of London silks, cottons & woollens.
•Outstanding collection of polyester crepe de chines for 
very elegant blouses or dresses.
•Stretch denims & twills for your own Calvin Klein jeans.
•Carelull selected prints for sophisticated daytime or 
evening dresses
Don't forget - we carry Vogue patterns
Bring this ad with you for a free Vogue pattern 
of your choice with every purchase of $40. or 
more.
201-2405 BEACON AVE., Sidney


































CAHUII NO. 2 ISCIO
CAULIFLOWER »
CHECK OUR nVEH COUPON IN THE PENINSULA FREE PRESS
BRAVO Plain or Flavored
Spaghetti Sauce 14 01
LANCIA
Loso^ns sflog..........












59^ Licorice All Sort,
OLD DUTCH 200g







YORK GARDEN MEDLEY$199 Vegetables 210 ^1^®
MRS. SMITH 14 OL
$|89 Lemon Cream Pie
Napkins 180', $139 Bread S’l'T...
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Arthur Block, President of Block Bros. Industries 
Ltd., and Bill Wonnacott, Manager of the Sidney of­
fice, wish to congratulate DICK HOWES on his 
achievement as top salesperson for the month of 
July in the Sidney office, as well as top sales per­
son for July for all of Vancouver Island. Congratula­




A bylaw to set up 
an environmental 
advisory commission 
was adopted by North 








Typesetting, writing and publishing — books, 
magazines, newspapers, catalogues, brochures] 
and Ad. design.
Modern word processing and Photo­
typesetting equipment.
HIGH QUALin AT REASONABLE RATES.





During the current interruption of Postal 
Services, Victoria area vendors can remit 
Provincial Social Service Tax Payments at:
Consumer Taxation Branch 
2nd Floor 
1106 Cook Street 
Victoria, B.C.
In case the postal interruption continues 
beyond August 10, forms for the remit­
tance of July Social Service Tax Payments 







Due to Popular Demand 
the Latch is open 
for Luncheons again 
Tuesday to Friday 
12 - 2:30 p.m.




include both scientists 
and qualified 
amateurs, as well as 
one alderman. Its 
role will be to give 
council its opinions, 
not to make decisions.
Commenting after 
the meeting. Aid Jay 
Rangel said there were 
already a number of 
volunteers willing to 
take part, and he 
hoped commission 
members could be 
appointed at the Aug 
17 council meeting.
He said he hoped 
council will have the 
benefit of the com­
mission’s expertise 
when the report on 




Cares if you are new in town 
,and feel kind of lost: If you've 
jusl added a new son or 
daughter to your family; It 
HE has finally asked you to 
become his wife; If you or 
someone in your family is 
















By HELEN LANG 
Possibly because the weather has been so 
wonderful, and I have been spending most of 
my waking hours outside, to-days column is 
full of small items . . . nothing profound 
just light, summer-time reading.
Have been treating my squash with a 
sulphur spray (again) since I obviously didn’t 
catch all the mildew the first time. The first 
spray (made up of a tablespoon of sulphur, 
about a teaspoon of Safer’s soap, mixed in 
my 30-ounce hand-sprayer. . . you really 
have to shake it, since the sulphur isn’t really 
much of a “mixer”) did a good job, and I 
was thrilled, but (why is there always a 
“but”?) when 1 went outside this morning to 
do my watering, and looked with con­
siderable satisfaction at my collection of 
squashes, there it was.
Small dusty white patches, spotted here 
and there on the leaves. . . yep, mildew, 
alright. To-day, because I had some tobacco 
juice sitting in a jar, I added a little of it to 
the above mentioned concoction, and at­
tacked the spots. Already they don’t look 
quite as vivid, so it seems to be working.
I don’t know if any of you are suffering 
from a lack of tomatoes on your vines. We 
seem to have a profusion of flowers, but very 
few appear to have been pollinated. There 
are quite a few bees in the garden, but they 
either aren’t interested in tomato blossoms, 
or left their pollinating brushes at home!
Art Ames (who is something of an expert) 
thinks it is because of the cool nights. . . his 
plants have been blooming beautifully, but
drop their flowers after just a few days.
One remedy is to take a fine brush (a 
make-up brush is perfect) and do the job 
yourself, brushing gently each flower, 
transferring the pollen from one to the other.
The alternative is to use the hormone 
spray available at garden shops, called 
“Tomato FruitSet”. This was banned for a 
couple of years, but is once again back on 
the market.
If you are concerned about chemicals, and 
their possible ill effects, better stick to that 
make-up brush. If your wife wonders why 
her rouge goes on “yellow” instead of the 
usual “pink”, maye you should confess, but 
be ready to run!
In talking to a delightful lady this week 
(nice, but obviously no gardener) she asked 
whatever could be wrong with her fuchsia 
basket. She had paid a lot for it about six 
weeks ago and it had been beautiful at that 
time, but had gone downhill ever since.
I asked if I could see it, and one glance was 
all it took. I don’t think that it had been 
watered since she had brought it home, poor 
thing! Whether or not it will recover is now 
in the lap of the gods. . . these things just
must be kept well soaked.
Do try to keep your garden watered and if 
you can drag yourself out of bed early in the 
morning, that’s the very best time to do this 
chore.
Actually, it is so beautiful really early — 
as my neighbour says, “When there are no 
man-made noises”). You hear birds that 
seem to be silent the rest of the day, and 
everything seems to smell so fresh and you 
get your feet wet in the early dew. . . all sorts 
of neat things you miss if you insist on 
sleeping late.
Nothing to do with gardening but. . .
For those of you who have lots of blood, 
and would care to share, there is a blood 
donor clinic Aug. 12 from 2 to 8 p.m. at 
Sancha Hall. It is painless (unless you look at 
the bottle, and then you may have a bit of 
mental anguish) and very worthwhile.
I have a sort-of-relative who gave blood 
every time she knew, or heard of someone 
she knew being sick, or hurt, or having an 
operation. She always turned up at the next 
blood clinic, and gave her pint.
You better believe it was some of the nicest 





Strangest theft of 
the week was reported 
to Sidney R.C.M.P. 
by B.G. Hydro. 
Between July 23 and 
Julv 28 someone stole
a 40-foot cedar pole 
that had been left on 
the ground at the 
corner of Booth place 
and Ardwell Ave.
There was no j sign
the utility pole had 
been sawed up for 
firewood. Apparently 
someone had the 
equipment to remove 
it in one piece.
LilOfOOI








Aug. 12th, 3 p.m.
Choice is RCMP
North Saanich is facing the prospect of 
having to pay for policing if the current 
census shows, as expected, the population of 
the municipality has exceeded 5,000.
If this happens, council agreed at a 
meeting July 28, the municipality will enter 
into a contract with the RCMP to provide 
police service. In the meantime discussions 
are to be held with the force regarding 
manpower and accommodation.
Until the early 1970s North Saanich, as a 
district municipality, was responsible for its 
own policing. The NDP government 
changed the rules to make policing of any 
municipality with less than 5,000 people a 
provincial responsibility.
Since then North Saanich has been policed 











★FOOS ball ★pin BALL
9756 - 3rd street, Sidney
(3rd & DEVAN)
7 days a week ~~ 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
656-1022
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School
vandalized
Deep Cove School 
will Itave to be 
repainted after 
vandals spray painted 
the names of rock 
bands on the walls 
wiilv black paint 
sometime July 24 or 





During the Postal Strike, subscribers to The Review who have not haci 
their copy delivereij by carrier, may pick up their copy at our editorial 
office 9831 - 3rcl St., Sidney.
In Brentwood at Brentwood Pharmacy, 7181 W. Saanich Rd.
In Saanichton, at Mt. Newton Pharmacy in the Saanichton Plaza.
For those who purchase their copies at the news stands or grocery 
stores, The Review will he available as usual
THANHYOU
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Peiiiii8iila People
Tennis ’81 is happening in 
Central Saanich. Afternoon 
lessons for all ages, register now 
at the'municipal hall or call 652- 
4444 for details. Cost: six lessons 
for$13.
Interested in local history? 
Sidney Museum on Beacon 
Avenue is open 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
seveii' days a week through Sept.
7.
Anyone for tennis? Players at 
all levels are welcome to join the 
Saanich Peninsula Tennis Club 
which meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at Parkland school 
courts. Play is from 6:30 p.m. 
until dusk from now through 
September. Balls supplied, fee — 
adults $10, students $5. For more 
information, call Jim Black at 
656-2885 or come to the courts 
any Tuesday or Thursday.
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
East Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A 
planned program is offered.
If you are weight-wise come 
and join a friendly group from 10 
- 11 a.m. (TOPS) Monday
morning at St. Paul’s Church, 
2410 Malaview. For more in­
formation call 656-2654 or 656- 
3851.
Do you think you have a legal
problem and want to be sure you 
need a lawyer before actually 
paying for one? Or do you just 
want some legal questions an­
swered? Go in and talk to , the 
staff at UVic’s Law Student’s 
Free Legal Information Clinics, 
open now until Aug. 27. The 
clinics are open Tuesday and 
Wednesday, 3 - 9 p.m. at First 
United Church Hall, room 112, 
Quadra and Balmoral, and 
Thursday from 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. at UVic Law School, Begbie 
Building, room 125. For more 
information call 477-7113 local 
26.
Saanich Peninsula La Leche 
League’s next meeting at 8 p.rn. 
Aug. 6 will focus on weaning and 
nutrition. Location has been 
changed to 2091 Airedale. For 
more information call 658-5753.
Did you break a special saucer 
or cup’? Don’t despair, the 
Salvation Army store, 713 
Johnson, may have just the piece 
you require among its table of 
oddments of china. Drop in and
browse, if they don’t have what 
you need phone and Sally Ann 
will contact you if they get it in 
the future. Call 727-2293.
The Peninsula Christian 
Women's After Five Club plans a 
dessert party 7-9 p.m. Aug. 10 at 
the Lions Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Road. Special feature: Hawaiian 
surprise. Louise Holland will 
play the vibra-harp, speaker is 
Shirley Small from Seattle. For 
reservations call Janette at 652- 
2930.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] Clubhouse is located at 
2304 Oakville, behind Sanscha 
Hall. It is an activity centre for 
young people aged 13-19 years 
who live on the peninsula. Most 
activites are free and everyone is 
welcome.
Clubhouse hours are 6 - 10 
p.m. Monday through Thursday; 
6-11 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
and 1-5 p.m. Sundays. Summer 
activities include swim trips and 
outings at noon Mondays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. There are 
also several camping trips and 
beach parties
White tag items half-price at 
the Salvation Army Thrift Stores 
during August. Stores are located 
at 713 Johnson; 9775-2nd Street, 
Sidney; 2812 Bryn Maur, 
Langford; and 7174 West 
Saanich Road, Saanichton.
The Vintage Car Club of 
Canada, Victoria chapter, plans a 
car show Aug. 7,8 and 9 at 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 1885 
Forest Park, Sidney. Tickets 
: $3.50 at the door, $3 in advance..
Bored? Nothing, to do this 
summer? Then join in Central 
Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club’s 
weekly activities. Events are aS; 
follows: Aug. .11 — provincial 
Museum, free, 1:30 - 4 p.m.; 
Aug. 19 — Rancho Del Rio 
horseback riding, $5, 12:15 -4:30 
p.m.; Aug. 26 Thetis Lake 
swimming, free, 1 -4 p.m.
lntere,sted youngsters must 
phone Marion or Dena to sign up 
for activities. Call 383-1101.
Central Saanich summer 
program for youngsters: a 
carnival from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
will be held at Centennial Park 
with fun for the day including 
pizza eating contest, pic throwing 
contest, dunk tank, bubble gum 
blowing and more, Aug. 11
Guests of Mr. and Mis. Syd Soirie, 937 
Stelly’s Cross Road for three weeks were 
Mrs. Sorrie’s sister and her husband, Mr. 
and Mrs. Thos. Acutt, and their son Alan, 
from Aberdeenshire, Scotland.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Legare, 5345 West 
Saanich Road, with their small daughters, 
Wendy and Pam, have returned from 
visiting relatives at Moberley Lake, B.C., 
where they attended Legare’s niece’s 25th 
wedding anniversary. Returning with them 
for a short holiday were Legare’s brother 
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Legare 
from Watson, Saskatchewan.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ellison with Sarah and 
Kathy, from Prince George, enjoyed a 
holiday with Mrs. Ellison’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Cuthbert Brown, 951 Stelly’s Cross 
Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Krzywonos with
Jason and Steven, 1057 Stelly’s Cross Road, 
have returned from a two-week holiday in 
the interior, where they were joined by 
friends from Edmonton. They enjoyed a 
visit to Nelson where they attended the 
curling bonspiel.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Verhagen, 
Rodolph Road, for two weeks were their 
nieces from Holland, Henrietta and Ingrid 
Marrissink.
New chairman
New chairman of 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital board is 
George Sherwood, 
replacing Claude 




bulance still has room 
in its babysitting 
course for boys and 
girls aged 11 - 14 
years. The course runs 
weekly to Aug. 28, 
costs $10, and is held 
9 a.m. to noon and 1 - 
4 p.m. For more 









terms on the board. 
Vice-chairman is Mrs. 
Cathy Rasmussen.
Butler remains on 
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FamiSy Resta Mwan t 
Open Every Day At 11 A.M 
Cliii^ese & Western Food
Light Luncheons 
“Try Us - You’ll Like It”
Dime In - Take Out
'J
Get 24 Hour 
Teller PUwer.
AX''
, , , ^ ^ ^ 1::'!
This card gives you ^ "
the power to minke financi.il , . ,
transactions 24 hours a day, every ri,iy iricluding ^ 
holUlays, and you don't h.ive to wait in line, You tan do 




• transfer between 
accounts
Come in today and grit your 2A Hour Teller Power card.
saanich penjnsda
• make loan payments
• make account b.ilance 
inquiries
plywood and
ll/4’' Good One Side...........
13/4’' Good One Side. Exctillonl price at




13/8’ ’ Unsandod Dograto...............
11 /2' ’ Dnsanded Degrade........
15/8’ * Dnsanded Degr.ido......... ■..
3/4" unsanded Degrade........... ■
4 X 8 x1/4”
ASPEM8TE
sheet




Classic triple tab design seals with the heat from 
the sun. Coverage per bundle is 32.3 sq. It. (3m2). 





for sub floors..... ONLY
CEDAR FACED
PLYWOOD SIDING
4 X 8 X 5/8”
8' or 12" 0/C Grooves ....ONLY
4 x 8 x 3/8”
8" O/CGrooves ........ ,,,..0NLY
4’x8‘x





AT THESE LOW PRICES!
Aulomalecl Tellers are now 
nnit bhelbounie al






FnANCHISED DEALER, SIEOG LUMBER LTD.
beacon & FIFTH ST., SIDNEY 
: ;:Phone 6S6.112&’::
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Wheat. 24 oz. 







Sliced 100% Whole Wheat 
24 oz.(680g) Loaf............. ............
BS Cottage Cheese 09
Locerne. Regular or 2% ^
irapefruit Juice
Minute Maid Frozen Concentrate.



































40 oz. btl............. . .  ■ ■
Cocktail i
Paper
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Town House ., ,
225g Package.. . . . . . ■ fy|l
Lucerne
Assorted Flavours....
We use direct courier service from our stores to 
the Photo Finishing Lah. Safeway Film Service is 
not affected by the present Mail Strike.
Prices Effective flug. dth to 
Aug. Bth, 1981 in your Friendly, 
Sidney Safeway Store
We reterve the right to limit sales to retail quan­
tities.
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Tmkmk§f uses old dmke for heat
By John Green
Everybody talks about the high cost of 
fuel, but Saanich school district is doing 
something about it.
The maintenance staff has already in­
stalled unusual heating systems in two school 
board buildings, and if the innovations 
continue to be successful the day may come 
when they are using the children, among 
other sources, to provide heat for the 
schools.
Basic tool for the new technology is the 
heat pump — a device that is already in every 
home in the community that has a 
refrigerator or a freezer.
A heat pump makes use of the fact that a 
liquid has to absorb heal when il turns into a 
gas — consider how much heat it takes to 
make water boil — and that the heat comes 
out again when the gas turns back to a 
liquid.
In a refrigerator the heat pump lakes heat 
out of the inside where the food is stored and 
releases it into the room on the outside. A 
heat pump used to cool a building in summer 
operates the same way, releasing heal in the 
outside air.
Running the cycle in reverse, the pump can 
take heat out of the outside air and release it 
in the building. That is an “air to air” heat 
pump, and the school board is using one to 
heat and to cool a new section of the 
maintenance building on Keating X Road.
That pump has been in operation for more 
than a year, and has proved able to heat the 
building more economically than a furnace 
can at today’s oil prices.
That is a relatively simple application of 
heat pump technology With a heal pump 
substituting for a furnace. In the new school 
board office building which opened this 
month, plant superintendent Hans Schneider 
and his staff have undertaken something 
much more sophisticated.
They are using a whole series of heat 
pumps, nine on the main floor that are 
already in operation and four more to be 
operated in the basement, that will 
redistribute heat from one part of the
r
building to another, and store any surplus 
for future use.
Down in the basement is a tank containing 
more than four tons of water, and all heat 
pumps are connected to a circle of pipes that 
circulates this water throughout the building.
Each heat pump controls the temperature 
in its own small section of the building, 
transferring heat either into or out of the 
water as required to maintain the tem-
Gauges on wall [left photo] show John 
Jestico that temperature of water flowing 
through pipes in new school board building 
is 30 degrees Celsius but heat pumps in 
building can use that water to blow heat into 
rooms or take it out. [Right] Item Jestico 
shows here on roof looks like air conditioner 
and sometimes is. It’s heat exchanger of “air 
to air” pump which takes heat from outside 
air in winter and releases il inside but can 
also take heat from inside building in 
summer — and release outside!
perature at which it has been set.
When the sun is shining on a cool day the 
units on the sunny side will be blowing cool 
air and pumping heal into the water, while 
the units on the shady side will be blowing 
warm air and pumping heat out of the water.
The system will work effectively as long as 
the circulating water has a temperature 
between 13 and 30 degrees Celsius. On hot 
summer days, when all the pumps are taking 
heat from the rooms and putting it into the 
water, the main tank is automatically cut out 
of the circuit so that the bulk of the water 
does not get too hot.
Then the circulating water is cooled by 
being passed through coils of pipe in a 
“cooling tower” where cold water is sprayed 
on the outside of the coils and air is blown 
over them.
The cooling tower has been in use some of 
the time on recent hot days, but it is loo soon 
to say how much of the time it will be 
needed.
In the winter there will be the opposite 
problems, with the stored water becoming 
loo cold. When that happens two electric 
heating units in the main tank will switch on.
The building is well insulated, with six 
inches of fibreglass in the walls, 12 inches in 
the ceiling, and thermopane windows. The 
lighting system, the computers, and the 
people in the building are all giving offbeat, 
and the heat pumps are storing any surplus 
for future use.
Calculations are that the electric heating 
won’t be needed very much of the time, and 
that the system will operate more cheaply 
than a furnace, and more cheaply than the 
air-to-air heat pump next door.
If all goes according to plan similar 
systems may eventually be used in the 
schools — where the large numbers of people 
represent a considerable source of heat.
Solar heat has no place in the present 
system, but could readily be added, as the 
large volume of water in which to store heat 
is one of the basic elements needed for solar 
heating.
Two other possibilities, heat pumps 
drawing heat from the water in the ground, 
and a whole basement full of stored water 
instead of just a tank, were also considered 
but found to be less economical, at least on 
paper, than the system adopted.
10^
s.













FROM 2391 BEACON AVE. (Driftwood Centre)
TO
2451 BEACON AVE.
(NexI to LUNN'S DELI)
656-3735




UP TO 50% OFF ON 
SOME DISCONTINUED 
ITEMS
of our Annual 
SUMMER SALE
COOKWARE
COPCO, LAGOSTINA, ULTIMA, TAGUS & 
COBRE, COPPERWARE, MIRRO-SILVERSTONE
©VENWAIIE
SOUFFLES, CASSEROLES, BLUE MOUNTAIN 
POTTERY
LSNENS
TABLECLOTHS, NAPKINS, PLACEMATS, 
APRONS, OVEN MITTS
COOKBOOKS^^ ^
LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALTY 
COOKBOOKS
CANNING EQUIPMENT
EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR SUMMER 
CANNING.
NOODLE & PASTA MAKERS, PASTA DRYERS, BAKEWARE, COOKIE 
CUTTERS, WOKS & CHINESE COOKING UTENSILS, KITCHEN GADGETS, 
GLASSWARE, CANDLES, STORAGE CANNISTERS, WILTON CAKE PANS 
& DECORATING EQUIPMENT, SALAD SPINNERS, BASKETS, BARBEQUE 
TOOLS, MEAT GRINDERS ;;
FROM OUR BATH SHOP









2389 • BEACON AVE. 
Sidney 
656-4711
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SIDNEY
BAKERY
B.C. dressage show at Saciiielt®ii
I
Baking has been our business 
since 1903




Dressage is figure-skating for horses. 
Well, not quite — no skates, no ice. In this 
ever-growing equestrian sport, horse and 
rider move through a series of complicated 
exercises to show the skills of horse and 
rider.
In Europe, and increasingly in the U.S. 
dressage competitions draw thousands of 
spectators to stadiums and TV screns.
Victoria and Saanich, home for hundreds 
of horses and riders, is no exception. On 
August 8 and 9 at Saanichton Fairgrounds 
more than-80 competitors from all parts of 
the province will take part in the B.C. 
dressage championships for 1981.
Leading contestants from the provincial
championship will be eligible to compete in 
western division championships at 
Edmonton in September, and later in 
national championships. Selection of riders 
for the 1984 Olympics at Los Angeles will 
undoubtedly be in the minds of the judges.
At Saanichton riders will enter in classes 
ranging from basic - walk, trot, and canter in 
simple exercises - to the much more complex 
intermediare I, where years of training are 
required for difficult gaits and movements.
All of these take place before three judges 
watching a 20-by-60 metre arena, rather in 
the way compulsory figures are judged in 
figure-skating.
And, as in figure skating, these may be 
followed by “free” timed performances. In
the dressage world these are “kur”, per­
formed to music, and incorporating many of 
the movements required in the compulsory 
figures.
The competition in Saanichton will be 
hosted by Victoria-Saanich CADORA 
(Canadian Dressage Owners and Riders 
Association), which has grown from a 
handful of enthusiasts in 1976 to over 200 
members in 1981. all over the Greater 
Victoria area riders are bringing their horses 
to peak performance for this competition.
Senior judge for this event is Hans 
Moeller, of Los Altos, California. He’ll be 
looking at the best the province has to offer 
in a sport calling for the highest of 
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Sidney VSL 3S§
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CORNER OF KEATING X RD. & KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
[lower FLOOR OF STANDARD FURNITURE
Ml■H 1
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WHEN YOUR PURCHASE YOUR 
FABRIC FROM US 
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY 
AUG. 5th to 12th
Co-convenors Muriel Cogswell, left, and Louise Noble check 
over clothes donated for Nearly New Sale to be held Aug. 14 





The annual Nearly 
New Sale at Silver 
Threads Activity 
Centre will be held 
Aug. 14 starting at 1 
p.m. and will continue 
as long as there are 
Leustomers.:
Members and their 
friends have donated 
most of the clothing, 
with Busy Bee One 
Hour Cleaners 
donating dry cleaning 
when necessary. 
Sidney Fashion Flair 
is lending the display 
racks as well as 
donating hangers and 
some clothing.
Co-convenors are 
Muriel Cogswell and 
Louise Noble. Other 






A public picnic and 
beekeeper’s field day 
will be held starling 11 
a.m. Sunday at the 
federal experimental 
station, East Saanich 
Road. Displays, 
prizes, and a talk by 
provincial apiarist is 
selieduled. Coffee, 
tea, lemonade free bin 
bring yonr own box 











"You don't have 





AS SEEN ON T.V.
Professional 
Monte Service at no 
additionai vim go
CALL DAWN AT 652-9525 OFFER GOOD IIMTII Till V \0. 1RR1
FENCING LTD.
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B.C. LIONS, hopefully, may have come 
of age in Calgary last Friday; at least there 
were more promising signs that they are at 
last learning how to win. If so, the biggest 
reason could be the maturing of coach Vic 
Rapp. Impatient and often intolerant in his 
first years with the Lions, he didn’t com­
mand much in the way of loyalty. But he has 
changed, and there is a new team spirit and 
unity. It would be a bit much to expect an 
all-the-way trip this year but it does seem 
that the Lions now have their compass 
working. . . Seattle SuperSonics, aware of 
the interest shown in their claims by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, have 
scaled down their projection of revenue 
resulting from closed-circuit television of all 
of their games. They now say they expect the 
first year to bring 20,000 subscribers to the 
$120-a-season service. The Sonics will get 35 
per cent of that, the rest going to the par­
ticipating cable companies, and 20,000 
subscribers would bring the club $840,000, 
which is about enough to pay Gus Williams, 
who sat out last season in a contract 
dispute. . .Oakland Raiders, who have cable 
television riches in mind in trying to move to 
Los Angeles, gave Oakland fans the back of 
the other hand by increasing ticket prices by 
$3. . . another National Football League 
season is near and it will interest the many 
television fans in these parts that CBS has 
bounced veteran Curt Gowdy and promoted 
Tom Brookshier from commentator to play- 
by-play announcer. But Pat Summerall and 
Vince Scully, who is baseball’s best, will be 
the top play-by-play men and will have 
former coaches John Madden and Hank 
Stram, who is particularly good, as com­
mentators. . . it may be true that many 
horse-racing fans are concerned only with 
the next race but there were many who felt 
saddened by the news that George Royal had 
died. Canadian horse of the year in 1965, 
George Royal was retired to stud after a 1966' 
injury. He had earned $322,242, then no 
insignificant sum and second, behind 
Northern Dancer, for Canadian horses at 
that time. . .
* * *
NICK JOB, an English golfer of modest
accomplishment, was not at all overwhelmed
when he took the lead for a brief spell in the 
early stages of the British Open. “They 
cheered me at every green,’’ he said with
some wonderment, “and I don’t even know
how to wave back.”. . . Bill Rogers, who 
won the British Open, not only made a late 
entry but he missed being disqualified by 30 
seconds as he just made it to the first tee in 
time. . .Bernhard 'Langer, who finished 
closest to Rogers, is believed to be the first
German golfer to play in the British Open. 
There are only about 50,000 golfers in West 
Germany. . . it may not be fair but the 
memory lingering longest about the Victoria 
Steelers, who had a brief history as part of 
the Western Division of the defunct Con­
tinental Football League, was that their first 
tickets came out with the team identified as 
the Victoria Stealers. But they did have seven 
former B.C. Lions in their lineup. They were 
Nub Beamer, Ron Morris, Gary Sch- 
wertfeger, Wall Bilicki, Ian Hagemoen, 
Jerry Janes and Rae Ross. Divisional op­
ponents were the Orange County Ramblers, 
Seattle Rangers and San Jose Apaches, and 
the year was 1967. . .but misprints happen 
often, and New England Patriots, w'ho have 
had a lot of trouble with drinking fans, had 
some recent trouble with their printer. 
Seeking to protect themselves, the Patriots 
decided to add a line on iheir tickets which 
was to read “It is not perrnissable to bring 
alcoholic beverages into the stadium.” But 
what came out was “It is NOW per- 
missable. . .” and 14,000 tickets had been 
printed before the presses were stopped. . . 
and then there is the publicist for the 
University of California football team. 
Included in the hyping of ticket sales was a 
flyer which informed “Fourteen starters 
return. Seven are back on defence and six on 
offence”. . . the baseball strike ended with 
the players clear victors over the owners in a 
result which is bound to have repercussions 
in the National Football League and the 
NHL. But there may be no winners if the fan 
reaction is bad, and that’s quite 
possible. . .but strikes may not be baseball’s 
biggest problem. It’s bad enough to have the 
San Diego Chicken become a high-priced 
celebrity but the ultimate of something was 
reached when it^_ w^^^
peariut-vehdor hamed Roger Owens, who
got some media notice for his dexterity in 
tossing bags of goobers to Los Angeles fans, 
has acquired an agent and is available for 
bookings. The way things are going, playing 
a game won’t be necessary. . . baseball fans 
are so gullible that a firm has ordered 1,500 
bronze statues of Pete Rose that it plans to 
market at $1,575. Each. . .don’t point a 
finger, however, at fans who have boosted 
sales of the Dallas Cowgirls poster to more 
than a million copies. The subject matter
there is worthy of attention often.
* * *
SUPER KRIS has become one of the 
best-known pacers in the eastern U.S. but his 
ow'ner isn’t getting rich. Last available 
reports had Super Kris winless after 92 
starts, and that didn’t include tw'o races 
against defence-back Beasley Reece of the 
New York Giants, Reece, from a standing 
start, won by about four lengths at 110 yards 
but Super Kris made a great effort at 165 
yards and lost by only a length and a half. . . 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of the Los Angeles 
Lakers has a unique clause in his contract. It 
gives him use of the Forum for several nights 
each year, and he recently cleared about 
$50,000 for three nights by booking a 
popular rock group. . . high-sticking in the 
NHL should cecome a lot more effective if, 
as seems likely, it gives approval to the use of 
metal-shafted sticks. . . if scouting reports 
are right there will be quite a reward for the 
NHL team finishing next season with the 
worst record. That would give it the chance 
to draft Kitchener-rightwinger Brian 
Bellows, claimed by many to be the best 
prospect since Wayne Gretzky. . .Cleveland 
Cavaliers of the National Basketball 
Association, guilty of some of the worst 
deals in league history, have been trying to 
make up for their lack of judgement by 
going after free agents. So zealous were the 
Cavaliers that at one time they had 13 
players with guaranteed contracts. It wasn’t 
an unlucky number, but it was one more 
than the maximum for league rosters. . . 
Sunday racing at Sandown is as good as 
expected, the first 11 Sabbath cards bringing 
an average mutuel handle of $179,196. 
Saturdays averaged $175,685 for the same 
period, then came Thursdays at $138,790 
and Tuesdays at $131,946. But the best per- 
fan average has been on Tuesdays, $96.20, 
and Thursdays, $95.67. Saturdays have had 
the best attendance with an average of 2,043 
fans, but the per-fan average, $86, is the 
lowest of the four days. Sunday fans 
averaged $94.45 for the first 11 cards. . . 
can’t remember who said it but can’t forget 
this gem from last year’s footba.ll broadcasts 






preparing for the 1981 
B.C. Summer Games 
in the Comox Valley 
are currently being 
put to the test in 
playoff competitions 
around the province.
Some 3,200 of these 
athletes will make it to 
the summer games to 
compete in 33 major 
sports Aug. 27 - 30.
Special emphasis 
during the Inter­
national Year of the 
Disabled will be 
placed on special 
events for the 
physically disabled, 
including blind and 
deaf athletes.
This is the first time 
either the summer or 
winter B.C. Games 
will be held on 
Vancouver Island.
The opening 
ceremonies on Aug. 
27, will be staged at 
the site of a new all- 
weather track with a 
covered grandstand 
built especially for the 
games. All other 
Comox Valley 
facilities are being 
upgraded to meet 
B.C. Games stan­
dards.
The BCTV network 
will carry live 
coverage at the 7 p.m. 
opening ceremonies 
Aug. 27 and live sport 
action at 2:30 p.m. 
Aug. 28. In addition, 
highlight packages 
will be carried on the 




volved in organizing 
the fourth annual 
summer games.




AUTO - FIRE 
TRAVEL - R.V. 
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A tree branch at 
Port Hardy frustrated 
plans to bring the 
fuselage of a World 
War 11 bomber to Pat 
Bay airport from Salt 
Spring Island Friday 
morning.
A coast Guard 
helicopter which was 
to have moved the 
remains of the 
bomber suffered 
damage to a rotor tip
which could not be 
repaired in time to do 
the job.
The plane in 
question is a 1943 ' 
Bristol Bolingbroke, 
built in Canada and 
purchased as war 
surplus to be broken 
up for useful parts. 
The wheels went on a 
cart, and the w'ings are 
still in use to roof a 
shed.
Now the old air­
craft is destined to be 
rebuilt for display at 
an air museum on the 
airport. Remains of 
the tail section are 
already there, and the 
front of the fuselage 
will be airlifted as 
soon as either the 
coast guard or the 
armed forces have a 
helicopter available to 
do it.
Assorted styles, 




Wedgie casuals in assorted colours. Leather 
uppers. Broken sizes. r
rmAtffiih
Fabric and leather wedgie casuals. Assorted 
colours. Broken sizes.










Buy a gallon of our best 
exterior latex housepaint 
for its regular price... 
a surprisingly low $22.49. 
We’ll give you a $6.69 value 
3" top quality paint brush
:
Our premium acrylic latex housepaint, plus a great 
brusli... free with every gallon.. .what a deal!
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GI¥E BlOOa 
aim LSFES I Ken to represent B.C. at games I
656-6213
COi^PLETE BOAT UPHOLSTERY 
SUPPLIERS OF BOAT COVERS 
CAMPER - TRAILER CUSHIONS 
REPAIRS
10223 McDonald PK. rd., Sidney
Brentwood Bay athlete Ken Roesch 
has been named a member of the B.C. 
team to compete at the Canadian 
Games for the Physically Disabled, to 
be held in Scarborough, Ontario, Aug. 
23 to 29.
His specialties are the shot put, 
discus and the javelin, in all of which 
he set new B.C. records at the recent 
B.C. Games for the Disabled in 
11 Kelowna.
In a wheelchair for six years, after
being injured in a motorcycle accident 
at the age of 22, Roesch drives a car 
with hand controls and is a third year 
student in economics at the University 
of Victoria, but did not take up 
wheelchair athletics until last year, 
when he played on a Victoria volleyball 
team that won the gold medal at the 
B.C. Winter Games for the Disabled at 
Prince George.
Practicing on his own, without a 
coach, he did so well he was named
outstanding rookie at the games in 
Kelowna. He extended the shot put 
record from 4.8 metres to 4.85; the 
javelin from 11.72 to 13.8, and the 
discus from 15.06 to 18 metres.
He feels the Canadian record for the 
discus, just over 23 metres, is within his 
reach, and he also has an eye on the 
pentathlon, which includes 122 a 100 
and 1500 metre races.
For the races he will need a special 
wheelchair, lightweight, but designed
not to tip over when the rider leans 
forward to get maximum power.
He works out with weights to stay in 
shape, and uses his sister’s backyard as 
a practice field, sometimes going to 
Claremont high school fields to throw 
the javeline.
Beyond the Canadian cham­
pionships he can aim for the Pan 
American Games to be held in the 
Bahamas next year, and two years after 




•QUALITY WORK oREASONABLE RATES 
•SPECIAL O.A.P. REDUCTIONS 
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9825 - 3rd Street, , 
P.O. Box 2608 Sidney, 
British Columbia
Norm King, playing for Saanich fire department, blasts 270-foot homerun over left field fence during 
slowpitch tournament play at Centennial Park Sunday. Saanich defeated Central Saanich fire 
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1981 HONDA ACCORD




1980 MAZDA CLC 
HATCHBACK
FIVE SPEED
SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION 
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Parents needed at games
B.C. Summer Games accomrriodations 
director John Ross has a unique opportunity 
for parents of participating athletes planning 
to attend the games Aug. 27-30.
The athletes will be billeted in a dozen 
school buildings scattered throughout the 
Como.x Valley. Parents travelling to the 
games and who have not already committed 
themselves to a motel or hotel reserv ation, 
are asked to get in touch with Ross at the 
B.C. summer Games office if they are in­
terested in providing supervision at the billet 
sites.
Of course there is no guarantee they’ll end 
up supervising in the billet assigned to their 
own children, but at least they’ll have the 
unique experience of participating in the 
games as more than just spectators and. . . 
the price of those accommodations in this 
day and age are a saving not to be lightly 
ignored.
As the countdown to the B.C. Summer 
Games continues toward the 50-day mark, 
other preparations are well in hand. In 
Courtenay itself, a new river crossing bridge 
was opened June 30.
STAG co-ordinator Camille Martin 
receives welcome cheque of $5,330 from 
Hugh Curtis, finance minister and ML A 
Saanich and the Islands. Cheque is first 
deposit on $22,000 human resources 




Pleasant - Efficient 
Delivered —
North Saanich 
council, at a special 
meeting on July 28, 
gave final adoption to 
the bylaw to extend 
the water system 
along Wain Road 
from West Saanich 
Road to Deep Cove 
Road, at a cost of 
$350,000.
Final adoption does 
not mean that the 
work will go ahead 
right away, however. 
There are still for­
malities to go through 
in borrowing money 
for the project.
A bylaw for a 
$46,206 water ex­
tension on Neptune 
Road was also 
adopted, but a similar 
bylaw for Gullhaven 
Road could not go 
ahead because the 
postal strike makes it 
impossible to send out 
required notification.
The strike is also 
holding up two 
amendments to the 
zoning bylaw, because 
it is impossible to send 



















NOTICE TO SEARS 
ACCOUNT CUSTOHAERS
During the current Postal Service Disruption, ac­
count statements for SIDNEY CUSTOMERS may be 
picked up when due at the Sidney Catalogue Sales 
Olfice, 2492 Beacon Ave. Pick up your Fall & 
Winter Catalogue & Summer Values.
FERRYBOAT BAY 
TRADING POST
• established in Sidney tn 1970 -
A morning twice per week lilled with crafts, games, songs, and field trips. 
Bring a snack and drink.
Monday, Wednesday................. 9:30 - 11:30 a.m........................ August 10-19
Tuesday/Thursday........... ....... 9:30 - 11:30 a.m................ ......... August 11 - 20
The Review
We arc pleased to offer our annual subscription rate of $ 10.00 which can be 
obtained by simply calling any ol our offices at:
Sanscha Hall .4 sessions for $8.00
Please call 656-6422 or, 
IAN BLANEY 384-8078
Register Now at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
1885 Forest Park Drive
OUR RE-OPENING SPECIALS END SAT. AUG. Sth
BE SURE TO DROP IN AT OUR 
NSW LOCATION
§151 -4tli Straet (iUST OFF BEACON)
PsitGls Maptkse Shop
AUTHORIZED DEALER AND REPAIR SHOP FOR: 
MARINER OUTBOARDS
B.M.W. MARINE STERNDRIVES AND INP^OARDS 
AVON INFLATABLE BOATS
MICHIGAN AND FEDERAL PROPS. 




Fill in and mail the enupon to: 
'/'he Sidney Keview 
P.O, Box 2070 
Sidney. B.C. V8L .1.S5
OPEN FRI. 
EVES 7-9 PM
Please enter my subscription for one year. I—I 
Please enter my subscription and bill me latei*. L_J 
(N.B. Senior Citizens rale $9.00 per annum.)
Name........................... ..................................................
Mailing .Address ....................................................... .. ...........
.......... .......................... ....................... Zip ...
"Serviiii’ The Peninsula Since 1912"
*******************************************
‘-iir WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAS T
STORE HOURS:^
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI, 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Home of SUPER Bavingal
In Downtown Sidney
AUG. 5, G, 7, & 8th, 1981
Prices Effective:
CANADM NO. 1 
PORN SALE
PORK LOIN CHOPS en.cuts
PORK SPARE RIBS «ibehds. . . . 16.^1.79
PORK LOIN CHOPS centre ms ...LB.^Ii«99 
PORK CHOPS D0nBLEl0INS............LB.^lia99
PORK LOIN CHOPS bbkeless. ....ib.^2.99 
PORK CUTLETS ib''^L79
iK
SPftRE RIBS PORK SIDE. SMALL.... . . . . . . . .LB.^l.ia'ZS
SPARE RIBS FOR SWEET & SOUR CUTS..... LB.^1.bSS
FREsi mmm peRi.........LB.^L39
LEGOFPORK $'189
imyiid I a FRESH, BONELESS .. . . . . . . . . . . .LB. J.




MIXED VEGETABLES McCAIN FROZEN. 2 lb. .
tfljniipgr PEPPERIDGEFARM 
IlHIlt CHOC., VAN. BANANA. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EA.






CANAOA GRADE “A^r BEEF 
RIB STEAKS....... ...............
FRESH B.B.Q. SHORT RIBS ibM .49
GROUND BEEF fresh, regular  ................... ib.99
iiBrUTEliii I Q *''*'***-^ BRANDS $*1 @0
M tn I UnLLd FROZEN, FULLY COOKED. 300g .PK. JL
BEEF BURGER PATTIES >.*1.79
n.79 
49'





AVOCADO TBs. ... ...................... EA.
B.C. NO. 1 CELERY 2'/>'s.............. ea.
HOTHOUSE TOMATOES ibcal nb i mebium i»
NORTHERN GOLD Honey, Coconut only
GRANOLA BARS .
SUN RYPE WHITE LABEL
APPLE JUICE ..u.
CHASE A SANBORN












VIVA 2 roll pk.99 PAPER TOWELS
 tf|||
^2J9 LARGE EGGS or...oo7.^LZ9
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ONLY 3 BLOCKS 
FROM SHOPPING!
3 Bedroom, no step 
bungalow. Large living and 
dining room. Family kit­
chen with laundry space.
Kui Jacobsen 656-2257
1200 SQ. FT. storoge or lighi in­
dustrial space, Sidney. 12 ft. 
overhead and separate entry. 
Available Aug. 22, $500 monthly plus 
share hydro. 656-3110 after 8 p.m. 
3602-34
INSTITUTIONAL ZONED. Church 
property for rent in Sidney, approx, 
1800 sq. fl. 658-8323 after 6 p.m. 
3605-3 1
SIDNEY PROFESSIONAL buildings 
office spoce for rent. Reosonoble. 
Medical, lawyer, accountant. 658- 
84 68 , 3598-31
■ ' Heal Estate
Wanted to Rent
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available









RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base- 











$235,000 Sidney home with 
everything. Swimming 
pool, hobby rooms, spiral 
staircase and ,3638 sq. ft. 
situated on Yi acre lot. 
KAREL DROST 656-7A21
$145,000 Deep Cove Tudor 
style home offering 
delightful accommodation 
and country setting. 
WAYNE WOODS656-0011
$119,500 Nearly new split 
level home with 3 B.R. and 






3 Bdrm. quality constructed 
rancher — large beautiful 
lot on quiet, no-lhru street. 
Large livingroom w/slate 
fireplace, family room, 1 Vi 
baths, large double garage 





An excellent buy! 7 yr. old 
spollcs.s home close lo 
schools, park, tran­
sportation. 3 Bdrms. on 
main, - 2 bdrms, utility, Yi 
bath, large rcc. room 
w / f i r c p 1 a c c 1 n
professionally finished 




Royiil I riisl Cnrp.
' ' ........... ■■i—Miiiiuiwiiw >iMiniTimi~f“*~” “
$110,000 is the ex­
ceptionally low price of this 
large family home, boasting 
approx. 2000 sq. fl.
KAREL DROST 656-2427
$315,000 Waterfront home 
of approx. 2462 sq. ft. 
overlooking Roberts Bay. 
Deserves your inspection.
LARRY PRUDEN 656- 
0365
$92,500 Summergate 
Village home. Everything 
you desire in this mobile 
home situated in this 
charming area of Sidney. 
LARRY PRUDEN 656- 
0365
$199,500 Dean Park 
Rancher. Quiet luxury 
abounds in this home of 
1760 sq. ft. located in this 
prestigious area of Sidney, 
KAREL DROST 656-2427 




Have you got a 2 bedroom con­
do, townhouse or suite around 
$500 per month required by 
careful middle-aged couple. 
Have references, both work­
ing. Please phone George, 
386-8411
(3597-311
MAN WORKING in Sidney seeking 
small house or cottage for fall and 
winter. 656-0127 days, 656-4320 
evenings^3613-31
ROOM REQUIRED for Scientist visiting 
from China for a few months. Pleose 
coll Institute of Ocean Sciences. 656- 
8329 between 8 o.m. and 4 p.m. 
weekdays. 3603-31
WANTED BY Sept. 1 or October 1. 
Sunny suite or small guest house by 
dependable non-smoking working 
femole, Sidney-Saanich Peninsula 
area. 386-9441,384-0730 evenings. 
3537-32 .
FEMALE REQUIRES reasonable, in­
dependent occom m od o ti o n. 
Preferably furnished. Sidney or 
Brentwood area. Mid-August or 




cottage in exchonge for ground 
keeping. Reply to Box "B”, c/o The 
Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney. V8L 3S5. 3535-31
LEO LODDERS
DUTCH
GARDENER & ^ 
LANDSCAPER
'Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs,
656-4133
CHEF 3 burner 
propane range, large deep oven 
(never used) wilh 2 • 20 lb. tanks ond 
holding stand, plus regulator; valve 
and gauge, plus high pressure line. 
Replacement cost over S500: sell 
complete S39S. 652-3566. 3608-31
WANTED TO RENT. Responsible 
experierreed couple would like to 
rent boat for last week in August, 
Call collect, Terry 604.986-9029. 3607-
3 1_____________ ______
ESTATE SALE. Owens Cabin Cruiser, 
25' "Peppi II . now at Conoo Cove 
.Morina. Sidney. On on os is, whore 
is' basis, Olliciol Administrator lor 
County ol Victoria, 383-5114. 3495-31
canoT cove school of
Seamanship and Navigotion is 
leaching C.Y.A. "Learn to Cruise." 
sailing courses every Monday lo 
Friday in July 8 August. 8asic course, 
S225.656-7131. 3526-33
FIIHliiTllilE
3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 
pieces, hide-a-beds, rollaways. month to 
month.
833 Yates 383-3655
Prima Aloe Vera skin core products 
lor beautifully healthy skin. Excellent 
lor teenage skin problems. Call 656- 
2922 lor free demonstration. 3606-32 
A GUIDE TO understanding the Bible. 
Phone 477-7220 lor free offer. 3560- 
32
Heavy .
BARBEL : HOLDINGS LTD. Mobile 
homes located in porks on pods. 
Listings and Soles. We welcome all 
enquiries. Listings wonted. Wheel 
. Estate. Phone ..collect. Lower 
Mainland Division. 13647-lOOth 
Avenue. Surrey. B.C. V3T 1H9. 112- 
585-3622: Kamloops Division. 90-180 
Seymour Street. Kamloops. B.C. V2C 
2E2: 112-372-5711. The Wheel Estate 
People. (D.L. 6747. NA-tf
MOTHER OF 1 year old will core for 
your child, my home days. Breakfast 
and hot lunch supplied. Still waiting 
for B.C. Tel, so drop by and meet us 
at 10392 Resthaven Dr. Sidney. 3600- 
3 1________________ ________
REQUIRED BY SIDNEY Manufacturing 
Company, full time delivery von 
driver. Knowledge of the Saanich 
Peninsula and Victoria areo 
essential. Please forward resume 
and salary expected to Box "L", The 
Sidney Review, 9825 - 3rd Street 
Sidney. 3566-31
BED AND BREAKFAST, a New 
Horizon's Project. Victoria Hospitality 
Club requires hosts for their guests,
' Coll 381-2312 or 384-8033 . 3569-32
CLEANING STAFF required by 
Charlton's Cedar Court ond 
Charlton's Evergreen Court. Excellent 
occommodotion ovoiloble. Pleasant 
surroundings. Only Industrious 
persons need apply. Contact Linda 
Charlton, Box 751, Bonff, Alberto, 
TOL OCO. Phone (403)762-3659. 
nap33 ' ^ :
Your
Mercury & Mercruiser 
Dealer in Sidney
at the toot of Beacon Ave,
856-3221
Factory Certified Mechanics




9773 ■ Sth St, Sidney 
656-5541
(34)
OFFSET PRESS new. single colour 
(14x20). Worth Sn.OOO.OO. take best 
offer or valuables. Phono offer 5 p.m. 
112-652-9727 Sidney. B.C. nQ-31
RE FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL LARGE custom built with 
basement, 4 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces. 
$25,000 assumable mortgage ot 11 
per cent. Panoramic view, also of 
water. 652-3157.3612-31 
FULLY SERVICED AND PAVED ' i acre 
treed lot on Conim Lake Estotes. 
Near 100 Mile. Marino access 
S5.500.00 phone 112-923-3233. na-31 
2 ACRES, Saanich Peninsulo plus one 
of o kind, near new home that offers 
privacy that is real. 3 bedrooms, 
master is 16 x 19. 2 bathrooms, port 
bosement, open staircase to 
delightful sewing room. Sunnyside 
view sundeck. Land is approximately 






CENTRAL SAANICH Summer 
Programs for Children is holding a 
carnival from 11 o.m. • 3 p.m. at 
Centennial Pork. Fun for the doy 
includes Pizza eating contest, pie 
throwing contest, dunk tonk, bubble 
gum blowing and much more. Come 
out to see the A & W Rootbeor and 
C+ Monster plus lots of prizes for the 
wholefomiiy. Don’t miss it I AUGUST 
11th.3J
PENINSULA SINGLES CLUB Dance, 
McMofron's Seoview Room, 5110 
Cordova Boy Rd. Friday, August 21.9- 
1 a.m. Dros informol. Members and 
guosis, widowed. divorced, 
sepofttted, single. Tickets Hillside 
Moll & Horbour Square. Info. & 
reservations 479-7195. Sorry no 





For Sale j/ r:
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage gloss. Cut 
to siz’e. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. Si .25; 
3/16 $1.50; plate, $1.75, Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1.00; 3/16,$2.00. Works 
ol 9750 - 4th St. Sidney. Open Mon. ■ 
Fri. 12:30 ■ 4 p.m., Soturdoy 8 o.m. - 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656- 
6656. • tl
LE COTEAU FARMS
Hoi House Tomatoes. Hanging Baskeis, 
House Planls. Open Paily, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.


















24 lAl buLliooiiis, all have 
I'ireplace, largo siindeok and 
art; ailractivcly designed for 
fine living, .liisi 11'j blocks 
10 ciiy centre and all 
aiiieniiies. I'rom $74,5(X) - 
$12I,‘X)0. Anolher Kipot 
Ciuisiruciion quality 
devcUipnicni ready for 
occupancy Ocuiher 15,/'HI. 
I'or viewing of I'lans anti 
Ollier iriforiniuion, call 
John E. ('ulwfll 
.tHK-riJS-t 597.-982«
FISHING ~ HIKING - HUNTING
Approx. 3'/? acres at Kelsey 
Bay, Sayward District, Good 
potential for recreational 
possibilities. Asking $50,000. 





FRI. SAT. SUN. • Sidney 
$116,000
Quaiily conslructed homo, 3 
liodrooms up, 2 down, Quiet 
siroel clmu! lo shopping, 
schools, paik, beach, bus. 
P.iitiiilly linisbed lull baso- 
nient, well-nialnlained largo 





Peninsula Conmiunily Association reguiies a 
tieW supervisor lot Ihe Homemaker Service. 
Di'eclly tesporisrPle to Ihe Co-Ot(lin,ilor lor 
assessment ol clicnl needs, selection ,int) 
suiiervision ol homemakers anti scheduling 
work .issignments Petlotms aominislralive' 
lunctions m tho .Uisence ol Ihu C()'Otrlin.ilot. 
[zperiehcfl in he.illh, educalinn or social scr- 
vices IS ucsiraWe An interesl in orrjiini/ing 
si,ill .issignmonls rcqunetl Itemonslialed 
apiiily in woiking wilh a vantily of people and 
comiminicaiiiig cluaiiy Pesidcnce on ihe 
Siianith Peninsula an assol, Husumos lisiimi 
releieiK.es must be inteivinl by 4 30 p m, f'ti. 
d.iy Auiiiisl 7, 1981 m the Peninsiii,! Com- 
iruinily A5siK.ialiori olli(.ti 9788 ?nrt SI 
Siniiey
/ippoinlmenl elleclive Se()lentp('i 1, 1981 
Salary $H.i anmially
(:tiii7':tii
MUNICIPALTY OF Contral Saanich 
toqulros part tinto (llnoss Instructors 
for llio fcifl rocroation progiani. 
Intnrosfod pnreans inny cnil 652..14.14 
or loava rosurnos at Municipal Hall,
Ml. Nuwlon X. Rd, ol Wollocci_____
FULL
irs,:-Trwci«f
cheap I $500, '67 Ford Falcon. Tested 
til '82. Body rough shape, 
mechonically sound. 656-2753 . 3615- 
32_______________________________
1972 CRICKET, 44,000 miles. Stan­
dard, radio, now battery plus 3 
mounted studded snow tiros. 
Dependable tronsporlalion. $1,395. 
652-4838, 3594-31
1970 VW DUG, $500 , 656-1730 alter 6 
p, rn.2
1970 WHITE western"STAR V92T 430
H.P. 71,000 miles, 15 speed tran­
smission, AC AM FM tape, B,C. Tel; 
C.Q, 16,000 F.R. 48,000 rear 12 yard 
L.S. Box, 12 yard Smith Sander, 12 
fuol Snow Plough, front mount, now 
light bar, wldo tiros (or Irnt cixlo, 4 
now lltos. lull sol chains. Phono 457- 
9521 or 457-6404. _
WErE'AsVFOIRlESsYarsTrTm'siS^^
por month. Coquitlam. All rrrako 




COME-ALONG 4,000 lb. capacity 3" 
coble, brand new never/used, $30.
384.4766, 3533-31 
bench GRINDERS, '-J HP oil boll
bearing ^molor, 2 grinding wheels, 
6x7'/' $65. HP, 8x1" wheels $100; 
both units brand new never used ond 
include eye shields and tool rests,
384.4766. 3530-3i
HYDRAULIC JACKS, 3 Ion $15; 5 ton 
$20. New, never used. 384-4766.3531- 
: 3 1  - ^ '■
SELIG L-SHAPED couch, chocolate 
brown, good condition, $600: air 
conditioner, used one season, $350. 
656-0159 or 384-8075, pager 1513.
355 1-32 
LIKE NEW, 3 wheel 3 speed bike, wilh 
carrier, $100 or oilers; radio record 
cossolle, like now $30. 656-7547.2'
ADT^’aL CLEAN-A-MATIC 30" range,
conrplolo wilh rolissene. Very good 
condition, 656-6155. 3596-31
Looking for the 
SECURITY 
a second income - 
can provide?
The path to security is only 
a decision — and, a,phone,, 
call — away! We train you. 
Phone or write local Amway 
distributor.
Paul M. Townson 





NAZI AND IMPERIAL Gorman War 
Medals, badges, armbands, Hags, 
uniforms, etc, wnniod. Cash paid. 





Aiiprnx f) aoro niini-larrn nonr ■ 
raco track, Vi/itb UiBO sq. H, 
new 3 bodiooiu b(iini), 3 
balbiooin, iuH bakoimuit 
lougimd in tor suite. 2 car port 
and 2nx:,M It, workshop. Heal 
liuinp, Iborino windows and 
slide doors. Built in vacuum 




-3 ijoilnwiii, ii(,i !tlt'|) hiiicUei 
lyiai fliitage, renc’od vaid. 
car('M')!t, g.rrden slriHl,
I'linri-'r'i- priftin (nr ('i-rnriiisinii
5 ruimiles Itorn Boatarii, Qtlers 
on $PH,onO foi aiipoinlinent. 
: pll K6r1D71, bt'lmo b parV
ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE 
SIDNEY
1 ?, iicdroem hom''’, p’')cy
walk to ocoan, park, storo and 
.but, slop,
FOR SALE »Y OWNER 
$115,UOU
656-0159 - 384-8075, No. 
1513
i;i!i4(l 3?)
TIME lotnil sales posllion 
ovoilahlo Immodlatoly. No o»-
petience nocossuiy,, Caiooi op-
(xniunilv (or sutcusslul epplicanl. 
656-5443 for ap|)oinlmonl. 2*’''*''" 
NURSES COME loin ourTriondly stall 
(it ihe Ashciolrond District Gonerol 
HospIKil Hooislored Nursns ore
lequiroa (or pormnnitnl, lull lime and 
rasijol positions LIconsod prnclicol , 
Nurvns ate needed lor r.asuol 
|K)»ilions. Ihli Is on OKCellenl op-
ixtrlunilv lot Uolned nutssiu wishing 
Ifj luUtrn to the work loicii lem- 
IKjiary ariommodahon is avadolbe, 
lot mote Inleririolion call Miss B, 
Sykes, DIreiloi el NuisingnI 1 12-453-
271,1 ciilloct.       _____ no-32
MECHANIC wllii 111 least 5 years 
rtspotleniri lo work on oullxiard 
i:Mt(pn«s, snuw-mobilus, chain-saws, 
loiolion Koiiiloopi, B.C, rhone U'J- 
372 51149 rillwt 6 p.m. no-32
dNE‘'' 'YARoTr,i'$ON' To"t' ’itTy™lhm
Brnkhtti) Supply, Ashrmtl. Onhet,- 
shippInH. retiiivinu, dtiving 4 ton 
delivery truck, niolrilnlning neat 
matin Ini sloioge, Knowlerlgo ol 
building imileiirjl pieleiiod, Phone 
n 2 45;).2'2HI days 112 153 2327 
oveningi., iin-32
ONE....SaTeTpCRSON...rof"‘Tily'""nTf'd
Building Supply, Ashcioll, Must hnye 
(isporiiince in hiillding itialorliil 
.sniws, Phonii ir2'453 22lll iltiys, 45.1- 
2327 evenings-
WOOD rOBrMAN reder-uled’ Tn Op 
Dewnie Stieei Sawmills Division. 
Kovelsluke lios u position avuilulilc 
lor n Woods renomnn. 1he sui'.cbssIuI 
cipplnnnl will prnleifthly hove ti 
Irtiittliy lethnltUrn bockgiourid with 
3 ,‘t yeois utpeiionce m loguing 
sii|»«tyi*itin producluiri, snlety, road 
conslruction, and tnniiacior 
supefyision. , Competitive solniy 
ollereil and Kid timoe <i( siflit 
iHinetiis. Pleose lot word iwsumes r;il 
Ounldiceiksns and •iipetieme to 
Dale lumen, Personnel Supwrvisoi, 
Dewfile Siieet Sawmills ltd, Bax 
UiW, Weveisloke, tt.i, Vul, 250- 
ft T'2 (I3'’ fin 17
■77 MONTE CARLO
with blue velour,
Loaded, oMcnIlenI condition $4,900, 
652-1363 . 356a-3'2
PIANO AND GUITAR LESSONS 
ovailohlo locolly ol PENINSULA 
MUS'lC. (lornierly The English Mu-iic 
Sludio). I'or unique learning o»- 
perienir- rril! Cil nr Aiisiirr at 656 







Largoat Westorn Canadian 
oigani/altou luoiuboisbip tui 
sale, Sacrifice. Also, IG ft. 
Cilatlon Trailer. Stove, lur- 










FRANCHISE AVAILABLE IN YOUR 
AREA, Use our 13 years of ex­
perience and expertise to build your 
business, team up with a company 
that has a complete system and 
proven track record. You will 
receive, a protected territory, 
comprehensive training, on going 
assistance and the opportunity to 
achieve unlimited financial success. 
$16,000,00 investment mokes your 
future secure. For more information 
v/rito or phono; Director of Fran­
chising, 385 Boundary Rood South, 
Vancouver, B.C. V5K 4S1 Phono 112- 
294-9668. na-31
’’SHINE-ON" LIFE TIME GUARANTEED, 
Strikes got you down? Hero is a 
ground lloof opportunity to become 
yoin own boss in a very lucrative 
business, with a protoclod orritory. 
Not a ffonchise! Doalor roquironiont 
S3,6f1fl,12. secured by stock 
profit potential to $20,000,00 "SHINE- 
ON' is a life time guatanlood paint 
aiul r hi oino boiilnnt for now cinH usoH 
vehicles. Call today while lorritofios 
Inst. L.J.S, a Co. Cor Care Products. 
Box 1245, 100 Mile House, B.C. VOK 
VrO Phone 112 395 4843 nn-31
KAMlbOPs' AREA - Now Mobile 
Poik, 6 plus (Kfos. 2 bedroom homo, 
6 pads ' pofisiblo 20, small cllesol cat; 
$150,000,00, Box 101, Louis Crook, 
B.C, VOC 2tO. Phono 112-6'/'2-9'^5H,
n n -31 _ _ _______
SQUAMISH IS a giowing communilv 
and fcquiios small businesses, Rnloll 
nnrl oHice spneo nvalloble in now 
sfiopping pinro iur cnntlilionod. Call 








BEALnirUl IRISH SETTER, lice lo good 
liiiimi 'Jy iKli uiaiemnlu Oniide erid 
tillin lionniri, eig, 653 4441
35 9 3 .'LI
MARINE SUI'W-IES 
ANO ACCESSORIES 














Satislaction Guaranleod or 
your nwrioy back, 
piiouo Nicole Cyr 
656-6042 Evenings
lost, fair granny OLASSIS, blue, 
iidl Id iihoue l>,-«-,il> llei'icfm I’loio 
July '/Hid, rimnofelled 112.539.2'W3,
3 6 0 -1 '1 I
LOST. GRAY CAT, 14 yumn oid 
nittwefii to Gyjity l,i»lwttiui .Kd, 
end Leviill Ave RobteH Buy oree 
limiily pel, I'lciiMi |,duiei) (,5ft (-195 
3 (, i-l I 3 1
rOUND GlwiMi budgie nn Siimley, 
2,1,1 blioiil ‘ndimy . ft'Ki 5,215.
HAIRCUTS
Moflofii wash anrl wear ijofinh 
ill l‘i('l |)(ia:::., Eiijiushiuridlly 
tionc in niy liomu. Super dual 
lor childinn, phono 662-9617,
11
lOlit. Biiirk mab:' pnodlia leitiet 10




(,%f, y\4^ 6‘:f6 1141
Karen- _ .......






SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney? 
DoiVt know anyone? The Silver 
Ihfoads Centre offers dosses, ac- 
ttvitiosond 0 worm welcome. Drop in 
to 10030 Rosthovon or coll us at 656- 
5537.  a
PENINSULA CHRISTIAN Woman's 
Alter Five Club, invites you to o 
dessert porty, Lions Holl, 6994 East 
Saanich Rd. Monday, August 10, 7 - 9 
p,m, $2.75, Special Feature: 
Hawaiian Surprise. Reservations by 





Take a walk. ^
acnon^spafTncipacno ^ti
CC.W.lUifirt CuUffvtlLIHtt ClHUil, 
(Innneily Sonnlth I’erdiiinlo 
Guidofite Anor.lollpn), ServUfli lot 
Iha (omlly, Intlividnol, morrlog# ond 
(nmdy rr,Mni,iilUny (,'2, 1247 01113-
nflh&(f«»1, r.ldii»iy. If
Tlu‘11 van (lon’l subMorilH' to
THE REVIEW
If you ditl, you would knoH all the 
tliiti|i£M liapiMUiiiifi: louifzlil. 
|lv<‘t‘p u|>-lo-dal<‘ uilli tin* fiiu-Hl 
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ONEBWAY
You can place your classified ad in 74 newspapers throughout B.C 
and the Yukon. Circulation 350,000
CERTIFIED
GEMERAL ACCOUNTANTS




















•86 sq. ft. of 
sail area.
•Floatation Cells 
•Fine Wood Trim 










"You can’t stop 





























"From Kslimatc to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"





For your electrical construction, addi­













rian u’ll/i 35 ijerirs experience 




AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows • Floors - Carpets 









Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs, appliance connections.







1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Ctllm tutitr Iftrimmltif
IntorviQwod, and asked to whnt ho atiritautod his 
phonomonnT success, tho late Mr, WriBloy. ol chowinR 
Rurn tamo, replied, "To the consistent advertising of n 
good pioduct,"
"But. asked tho reporter, "havinR captured practically 
the entire market, why continue to spend vast sums 
annually on advof tisinR?"
Wrigloy's reply was illuminatinR,
"Once having raised steam in an ongine," ho staled, "it 
requires continuous stoking to keep il up. Advertising 
Stokes up business and keeps It running on a full head of 
{.team," ^
This applies to your business too. Don't make a secret 
ol your product. Tell people all about it. Tell them what it 
docs. Tell them its advantaBes- Tell them where to gel it. 
Toll them through tho Press and keep on telllnB them,
Everybody Reads Newspapers
this proclamation ran in tire Aujiusl iSi'a SldiiLy Review 
and the message still holds true today!
UNIQUE
Tho only wny lo place your 
diiealfipil in 74 nowspiipors 
Ihroufihoui H C, S iho Yukon, 




liKliistrMt - IlL'sklcnti.il 
L,!iimmfic'i.il Wirinp 





















C.1II oui ciftdfJifirid riepirnmonl lo send your art lo all 74 papniu in tho 
nc ,S Yukon Community nuv/Hptipiit AkfiOciEilion
n I.K: 4, i,.,..iti.r iU.i..'
25 WORDS $0f»


















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon. - Fri. 7-5 p.m.









‘Lawns, feed or sod 
‘Cement work 
‘Fencing





«BACKHOE WORK i 1
• C,4 I' WORK 1
e 'I'rih:kjnc;





Ki'.sitlfiulnl. Cmnmeivial ;iini 
rioirc.iuifse (jinslntiiitm.















Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
S56 Downey Road 







Ki*lniihHni;i*.vh;iust systems, nn-pfe- 







Faclory Aultiorlzad Servl-Canite 
SeVINRUDE & JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 
f, MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
^ STFRNDRIVES
Also Service lor
HONDA & SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
.ji&et----------m«trCrui/er
Mon, • Sat.





& Tractor m 
Service Ltd. |




V... \ MASTS A
'VV SPARS
• brtckliui' service
• plowing, cnlliviiling 
i & rolov.iling
1 • bl.iile wink
• pnsllioles
• hnish culling







Hoi(V/,lIir\g ii'V(!lli'i(). Ctnrisririm 






GEWCR 8TOHM OflAINS 
WATr;H LINCH





























Service Residential - 
Commercial
"/Tiy or f limit 
ICC will do llioiii nil."






















7177 W. Saanich Rd. 
652-1591






• 22 yeare plimilring 
experience in H.C.
• .Speeinl raie.s for 
pensioneis
• New ironies













New Conslruclion, Renovalions 
Rep.iir Work






l-or ;ill yiHir, ronl'inu needs, 
Shiikes,.Shingles, Tar 








• 10 yuan , 
eipeiiencii
•Bnivlno Omnicii 









Quality Work - Free Estimates 
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations, 





Repairs to Lawnmowers, 
Chainsaws. Molorcycles, etc.
Tune-Ups
16134 McDonald Park Rd.
J.B. SHEET METAL LTD.
: 6485 OLDFIELD RO,, R.R, #3
VICTORIA, B.C., V8X 3X1 C
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL;'
' .Heat Pumps -Air Conditioning
Phone ; JAY BULL 
652-1786 or 388-5464 
(res.) . pg.#447
SIDNEY GLASS
Marin*. Auto A Safety Clan 





10114 McDonald Park Rd
Superior
Refrigeration




9B12 • 4lli S(t., Slcliioy
^STO^td./
J/iSlH Mchonnia Perk Rd.
r'V










FurnncfiR, llfeplacrss, duct 
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Oldtimers wed 50 years Rare blood types and Red Cross are cour^ting on you!
Mr. and Mrs. 
Gordon Holder, 592 
Meldram, celebrate 
their 50th wedding 
anniversary Aug. 15. 
Gordon, 83, and 
Thelma, 75, have 
lived in Deep Cove for 
close to 50 years. 
Until the couple 
retired in 1966, they 
ran a boat rental 
business.
“1 wouldn’t want to 
go through that 
again,” says Mrs. 
Holder, referring to 
the many years of 
hard work she and her 
husband put into the 
business.
did anything but 
work.”
“It was a tough 
battle, but we made it, 
although in those days 
it seems as if we never
Now the Holders 
are retired, though, 
they miss the contacts, 
the people they dealt 
with all those years. 
‘‘But we made a lot of 
friends, from the US 
to Timbuctoo,” Mrs. 
Holder says.
Deep Cove is a
beautiful place in 
which to live in 
retirement “but it’s 
getting too crowded.” 
When the couple 
moved there in 1931 
“there were only three 
of us here,” Mrs. 
Holder says.
houses as summer 
homes, she explained.
Other people owned 
property in the area 
but only used the
Mrs. Holder was 
born and raised in 
Regina, Saskat­
chewan, her husband 
was born in Kingston, 
Ont. The oldtimers 
have no particular 
plans for celebrating 
their wedding an­
niversary.
Norman gets his cheque
Norman Ruben- 
stein, a disabled 
British veteran now 
living at 9843 - 2nd 
Street, Sidney, 
received his British 
pension cheque July 
29.
“The mailman
delivered it this 
morning,” he told 
The Review. “1 
assume veterans right 
across the country will 





MP Don Munro for 
arrival of the cheques. 
Munro took up the 
matter of British war 
vets getting their 
overseas cheques 
during the mail strike 
with the British High
Commissioner, Lord 
Moran, in Ottawa.
Moran arranged for 
the cheques to be 
delivered from 
England to Ottawa via 




said letter carriers had 
agreed to deliver the 
cheques along with 
other essential 
cheques as long as 




WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT
mium AOTO lyppLY
(previously McCandlish Auto Supply (1979) Ltd.
HAS MOVED FROM 2140B tO 2140C 






^ROSS & LES HALLlNGl
Come & See Us ~ We've Cot It AliHere!
2140C KEATING CROSS ROAD 652-3221





*We now carry Maternity Wear!*

























fi; ' I'ulU'i Ui'i'silMirs
Q,W.Q. ftttntalB Ltd.
"four Comunify MiiM Rental Company"
6777 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
in Keuting Industrial Park
652-3908
I ' ^ ,ii
8vMAtesiyi?;«:i




FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
PETFORD BROS. MARINE LTD.
CUSTOM BOAT BUILDING
6765 KIRKPATRICK CRESC. 652“1960
Xl
:su'..t,v
h:X 'ir CORNER OF KEATING X RD. & KIRKPATRICK CRES.












AUTOMATIC COMBINATION WASHER DRYER 




'll 4k... ' ..Xk- v'44'..;«L4V'-i--
lifis
Let Mlr. Bullldall 
Help You
With Your Building Supply Needs'. 11
Whether you’re thinking of; REPAIRING, REPLACING OR 
maintaining COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME WE HAVE WHAT IT 
TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
Courteous salespeople with the knowledge lo help you witli your pio|ocl.
applying gualHy meithanilise to Victoria and the peninsula lor om SO years,
VISIT SUTLER BROTMES BUILDALL TODAY 
THE SUPERIMARKET OF BUILDiNO MATERIALS.




2046 KEATIHG X ROAD
6524121
i':,,
Open Monday to Friday 7:30 a.m, to 5:30 p.m. 
Saturdays 8:00 a.m, to 5:30 p.m.
ikU'
»} .:fiffsl 1
